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1.

Harrington & Richardson Model Topper 58. Serial #AP251202. .410 Ga single shot break top
shotgun with a 26” barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. 3” chamber. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing a light to moderate covering of surface rust
with some light scratching and marks from use. The receiver shows good case color with moderate
surface rust, heavier towards the rear. The hardwood forearm and butt stock are in good with only
with some dings and scratches from use along with finish wear. Plastic butt plate. The action
works fine.

R.

2.

Mossberg Model 835 Ulti-Mag Combo. Serial # UM649741. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a
24” ported rifled slug barrel with a cantilever scope mount. The bore has some fouling, it will clean
to very good/excellent. The chamber is 3-1/2”. The shotgun has full coverage painted camo. The
camo finish on the barrel and receiver is in good condition with some scuffs and scratches with some
heavier edge wear and scratches on the receiver. The synthetic forearm is in good condition with
some scuffs and finish wear. The camo painted hardwood butt stock with rubber cheek rest is in
fair condition with scrapes and heavy wear; it is loose. The sling swivel stud is missing. Black
rubber recoil pad action. The action works fine. Includes a set of rings mounted to the scope rail
and a second camo painted 24” ported ventilated rib smooth bore barrel with a Cylinder choke tube
installed.

R.

3.

Remington Model 700 SPS Varmint. Serial # RR88019E. .22-250 Rem. caliber bolt action rifle
with a 26” heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. Hinged floor plate. The matte black finish on the
barrel and receiver is in very good condition with some light scuffs and scratches. The textured
black floor plate and trigger guard are excellent showing little wear. The black synthetic stock with
gray marbling is a Stockey’s aftermarket Long Range Composite stock. It is in excellent condition
showing little wear. Black rubber recoil pad. The action works fine. Includes scope bases and
rings.

R.

4.

Weatherby Model Mark V Weathermark. Serial # WY05383. .30-378 Weatherby Magnum bolt
action rifle with a 26” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Sheridan, Wyoming. The matte
stainless steel finish on the barrel and receiver is in is very good to excellent condition showing some
light scuffs. The barrel is fitted with a factory Accubrake muzzle brake. The 9-lug black finished
spiral fluted bolt shows wear to the top of the flutes. The black composite stock with gray marbling
is in excellent condition showing little to no wear. Black rubber recoil pad. Made without sights.
The action works fine. Includes the original box, scope rings, the instructions and a collar for the
threaded muzzle.
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5.

Radical Firearms Model RF-15. Serial # 21-094995. .223 Rem/5.56 NATO caliber semi-auto rifle
with a 16” barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel has a 1:7 twist rate. 30 round detachable
magazine. Radical Arms is a Stafford, Texas based manufacturer of AR-15 type rifles that got their
start around 2013. The satin black finish on the barre and flat top railed receiver is in very good to
excellent condition showing little wear with only a few minor marks. The matte black M-Lok hand
guard has an upper and lower rial and is in very good condition with a few scuffs and scratches.
The collapsible butt stock is in very good condition with a few minor scuffs and scratches as well.
The action works fine. Includes a set of scope rings attached to the top rail.

R.

6.

Mossberg Model 500AT. Serial # G448570. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” ventilated rib
barrel. The bore excellent. The barrel is choked Modified. The chamber is 3”. The blued metal
finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in fair condition showing wear and thinning with light
surface rust. The black finish on the alloy receiver is in good condition showing edge wear with
some light chips and scratches. The plastic trigger guard is in very good condition. The grooved
hardwood forearm is in very good condition showing little wear. The matching plain butt stock is in
fair to good condition with scratches, paint streaks and finish wear. Plastic butt plate. The action
works fine.

R.

7.

Kimber Model Custom Crimson Carry II. Serial # K642894. .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with
a 5” barrel. The bore is excellent. 8 round detachable magazine. Black steel slide with a silver
toned alloy frame. The black metal finish on the slide is in very good to excellent condition showing
little to no wear. The silver anodized alloy frame is in excellent condition showing no wear. The
checkered rosewood Crimson Trace grips are excellent with no wear, the laser works fine. 3 dot
sights. The action works fine. Includes the black plastic case, the instructions, a gun lock, a
bushing wrench and spare batteries for the laser grips.

8.

Uberti - Taylors Model 1858 Remington. Serial # A48985. .44 caliber black powder percussion
fired revolver with an 8” octagon barrel. The bore is very good to excellent, clean with no rust. Made
in Italy. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some
scattered spots of light surface rust and some fine scratches. The blued finish on the cylinder shows
little with a light drag line. The blued steel frame shows little wear with a scrape forward of the
trigger guard that has rusted. The hammer shows good case color. The brass trigger guard is in
very good condition with some light scratches. The plain hardwood grips are in very good to
excellent condition showing little wear. The action works fine. Includes the box and instructions.

9.

Navy Arms Model 1858 Remington New Army. Serial # 9645. .44 caliber black powder
percussion fired revolver with an 8” octagon barrel. The bore is good with light rust visible, it may
clean up OK. Made in Italy. The blued metal finish on the barrel shows muzzle wear and scattered
patches of surface rust. The cylinder shows wear and thinning with scratches and scattered light
freckling. The blued finish on the steel frame shows little wear with a small patch of rust at the
barrel junction and some light scratches. The loading lever is a plum color and shows rust at the
latch end. The brass trigger guard is dull but will polish nicely. The wooden grips are in very good
condition with a few small scratches. The action works fine.

10.

Pedersoli Model Kentucky Flintlock. Serial # 81184. .50 caliber black powder flintlock rifle with
a 35” octagon barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling. Made in Italy. The
blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition with some heavy scratches near the
muzzle. The lock plate, hammer and frizzen show good case color with some light rust on the
frizzen. The brass butt plate, patch box, trigger guard and stock hardware are dull but should
polish out OK. The walnut full length stock is in good condition with numerous dents and dings.
Action works OK. Includes a wood ramrod.
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11.

Mossberg Model 500B. Serial # B62180. 16 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28” plain barrel. The
bore excellent. The barrel is choked Modified. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The blued metal finish on
the barrel and magazine tube is in poor condition showing heavy rust with patches that have been
cleaned to bare metal. The black finish on the alloy receiver is in fair condition showing edge wear
with heavy scratches. The plastic trigger guard is in good condition. The grooved hardwood forearm
is in good condition showing scratches with finish wear and a fine crack. The matching plain butt
stock is in good condition with dings, scratches and finish wear. Original red rubber recoil pad. The
action works fine.

R.

12.

Remington Model 1900 KED. Serial # 322338. 12 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 26”
Damascus barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels have been cut back and the chokes now
gauge Cylinder and Imp. Cyl. Double triggers and automatic ejectors. The Damascus metal finish
on the barrels is in fair to good condition, they have turned a grayish brown with smooth gray
patches that have been cold blued long ago. There is still Damascus pattern visible. The finish on
the receiver is worn to a gray with some older cleaned surface rust and traces of case color visible.
The checkered walnut stock and forearm have been refinished and are in good to very good condition
with remnant dings and scratches. There is a copper pin through the wrist. The original butt plate
is worn. The action works OK. Made from 1900-1910. C&R.

R.

13.

Belgian Model Flobert. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber single shot rifle with a 23-1/2” octagon barrel.
The bore is fair to good with good, worn rifling and some light pitting in the grooves. Made in
Belgium. The blued metal finish on the barrel shows un-even heavy wear with patches of bare metal
and brown finish with dings and scratches. The breech mechanism is worn to mostly bare metal.
The checkered walnut stock is in fair to good condition, it has been cleaned with dings, scratches
and finish wear. There is a chip out of the heel with a corresponding cip missing from the plastic
but plate. The action works OK. C&R.

R.

14.

Savage Arms Model Stevens 94. Serial # D772548. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 32” barrel.
The bore is very good. The barrel is choked Imp. Mod. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair
condition with moderate surface rust with the barrel markings aggressively cleaned to bare metal.
The receiver is in good condition showing good case color with some fine surface rust. The
checkered hardwood stock and forearm are in good condition with dings, scratches and finish wear.
A non-factory brown rubber recoil pad has been added which resulted in some chips in the butt.
The action works OK.

15.

F. Llipietta Model 1851 Colt Navy. Serial # 677244. .44 caliber black powder percussion revolver
with a 7-1/2” octagon barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with no rust. Made in Italy. The blued
metal finish on the barrel and cylinder is in excellent condition showing no wear. The brass frame
and trigger guard are in excellent condition. The case hardened hammer and loading lever show
good case color. The walnut grips are in excellent condition showing little to no wear. Gun appears
to be un-fired. The action works fine. Includes the original box.

R.

16.

J. Stevens Arms Model 15. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber manually cocked single shot rifle with a
22” barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. The finish on the metal is in good
condition showing light muzzle wear with scratches and very light surface rust. The top of the
receiver looks like it was cleaned to bare metal at one time and cold blued long ago. The wooden
stock is in fair to good condition with dings, scratches, and finish wear. Made without a butt plate.
Original sights. The action works OK, the action spring is a bit weak. C&R.

R.

17.

Savage Model 325-A. Serial # NSN. .30-30 bolt action rifle with a 21” barrel. The bore is fair with
rust and pitting at the breech end. Spoon type bolt handle which has turned slightly brown with
older cleaned surface rust. Detachable magazine NOT included. Front ramp and rear adjustable
sights. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in fair to good condition showing little
wear with light to moderate surface rust. The floorplate and trigger guard show edge wear with
moderate surface rust. The plain hardwood stock is in fair to good condition with dings and
scratches and some finish loss with moisture damage at the butt end. The plastic butt plate does
not fit well. The action works fine but is a little stiff. C&R.
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18.

Marlin Glenfield Model 25. Serial # 72422675. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is good to very good, mostly clean with strong rifling. Detachable magazine NOT included.
The bolt is missing. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in fair condition showing
light rust and scratches. The area over the branding and the serial number has been aggressively
cleaned to bare metal. Original front and rear sights show some edge wear and light rust. The
hardwood stock is in fair condition, it is dried out with some minor marks from use and finish wear.
Sling swivels. A stated the action does not work, the bolt is missing.

R.

19.

Crescent Model Single Shot. Serial # 267685. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” barrel. The
bore is good, mostly clean with just a hint of some light pitting. The barrel is choked Imp. Mod. The
metal finish on the barrel is in poor condition, it is a brown patina with rust that has been
aggressively cleaned to some bare metal. The receiver is a brown rusty patina showing heavy
scratching from aggressive cleaning. The plain walnut stock and forearm are in fair condition
showing numerous dings and scratches with heavy wear. Plastic butt plate. The action works OK,
it is sluggish and the lock-up has some play. C&R.

20.

Unknown maker Model Blunderbuss Pistol. Serial # NSN. Large caliber blunderbuss style
flintlock pistol with a 6” barrel. Most likely a reproduction tourist trade non-gun. The brass barrel
and lock plate are crude castings. The frizzen has no provision for a spring and there is no provision
for a cleaning rod. The brass barrel, lock plate, pommel cap and trigger guard have tarnished to a
brown patina. The hardwood stock I sin fair condition with dings, scratches and finish wear. The
action functions, but it is very weak.

R.

21.

Harrington & Richardson Hammerless 2nd Model. Serial # 229687. .32 S&W caliber double
action top eject revolver with a 3” barrel. The bore is very good to excellent, clean with strong rifling,
no pitting. 5 shot cylinder. The original blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition
showing some light muzzle wear, edge wear and fine scratches. The blued finish on the frame is in
good condition with some light edge wear with some light scratches and some small patches of finish
loss from older cleaned surface rust on the right side. The hard rubber grips are in very good
condition with slight wear, no cracks or chips. The action works fine. This is the 5 th Variation,
small frame, and was made only in 1915. C&R.

R.

22.

Harrington & Richardson Model 1905 Double Action. Serial # 44389. .32 S&W caliber double
action revolver with a 2½” octagon barrel. The bore looks to be fair with some corrosion, but the
cylinder pin is broken off in the frame and cannot be removed. 5 shot cylinder. The original nickel
finish on the barrel and frame is in fair to good condition with dings and scratches and scattered
light surface rust. The cylinder finish is poor with large areas of surface rust. The hard rubber grips
are in very good condition showing little wear, no cracks or chips. The action works. C&R.

R.

23.

Mossberg Model 800C. Serial # 113089. .22-250 Rem. caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel.
The bore is excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good condition
with some light muzzle wear and just a few minor scuffs/scratches on the barrel. The floor plate
and latch show some light surface rust. The checkered walnut stock is in good to very good
condition with some small dings and scratches. Original sights. Plastic butt plate. The action
works fine. Includes a Tasco 10x40 fixed power scope in Weaver rings.

R.

24.

Remington Model 870 Wingmaster. Serial # S843673V. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 28”
plain barrel. The bore is excellent. 2-3/4” chamber. The barrel is choked Modified. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some light
scratches. The blued finish on the receiver is in good to very good condition showing light edge wear
with some rub marks and light scratches. The checkered walnut forearm and matching butt stock
are in very good condition showing some light scratches with some light finish wear. Original brown
rubber recoil pad. The action works fine.
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25.

Ruger Model P85. Serial #300-98003. 9x19mm semi-automatic double action pistol with a 4-1/4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable 10 round magazine. Lanyard loop in the butt. Made in
1989. The matte black finish on the steel slide is in very good condition showing some light edge
wear and some light scratches. The matte gray finish on the alloy frame is in very good to excellent
condition showing little wear. The black plastic grips are in very good condition showing little wear
with some light rust in the screw slots. 3 dot sights. The action works fine. Includes a black nylon
Bianchi holster.

R.

26.

Beretta Model 21A. Serial # BES15027V. .25 ACP caliber semi auto double action pistol with a 21/2” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Made in the USA. 7 round detachable
magazine. Tip up barrel design with a steel slide and frame. The matte black finish on the slide and
barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing just a hint of some light edge wear with some
fine scratches. The matte black finish on the steel frame is in very good to excellent condition as
well with some fine scratches. The checkered black plastic grips are in excellent condition showing
little to no wear. Thumb safety. The action works fine. Includes the box and instructions.

R.

27.

Norinco Model MAK-90 Sporter. Serial # 94119992. 7.62x39 semi auto rifle with a 16¼” barrel.
The bore is excellent. 30 shot detachable magazine. Muzzle brake installed on the barrel. The
arsenal type black finish on the barrel, receiver and top cover is in good condition light edge wear
with numerous scratches on the left side of the receiver. The hardwood thumbhole butt stock and
hand guards are in very good condition showing little wear with some minor marks from use. Black
rubber recoil pad. The action works fine. Includes a Springfield 4x32 scope mounted to a rail on
the top cover and a canvas web sling.

R.

28.

Smith & Wesson Model 659. Serial # TBN8970. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 14 shot detachable magazine. This pistol features a stainless steel
slide and frame, adjustable rear sight, and a slide mounted de-cocker safety. The stainless steel
finish on the slide with polished sides is in very good condition with some fine scuffs on both sides of
the slide. The matte finished stainless steel frame is in very good condition with some light
scratches. The black plastic checkered grips are in excellent condition with no wear. The action
works fine. Includes an Uncle Mikes black nylon holster and a spare magazine.

R.

29.

Springfield Arms Model 1929. Serial # 2231B. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 30” plain barrel.
The bore is very good, mostly clean and shiny. The barrel is choked Full. The blued metal finish on
the barrel is in fair to good condition showing wear and thinning with scratches, and scattered light
surface rust freckling. The receiver is a gray patina with traces of case color with some scattered
light rust. The bottom of the receiver and the trigger guard are turning mostly brown. The plain
hardwood stock and forearm are in fair to good condition, they have been refinished and again show
some dings, scratches and finish wear. Plastic butt plate. The action works OK. C&R.

R.

30.

Savage Stevens Model 94C. Serial # NSN. 16 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 28” plain barrel. The
bore is excellent, clean and shiny. The barrel is choked Full. The blued metal finish on the barrel is
in fair to good condition showing light wear with scratches, paint streaks and light surface rust. The
receiver shows dark, faded case colors with light surface rust. The plain hardwood stock and
forearm are in good to very good condition showing some dings and light scratches. Plastic butt
plate. The action works OK. C&R.

R.

31.

Winchester Model 94. Serial # 3739139 .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Full length tubular magazine. Made in 1972. The blued metal finish on the barrel
and magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little wear. The finish on the receiver is in good
to very good condition showing some light carry and edge wear with some light scratches. The plain
walnut forearm is in good condition showing finish wear with some minor dings and scratches. The
plain walnut butt stock is in fair to good condition showing numerous dings and scratches with light
finish wear. Original front and rear sights including the front sight hood. Plastic butt plate. The
action works fine. Includes Bushnell Sportview fixed power scope in a side mount that did not
require drilling.
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32.

Remington Model 700 Mountain Rifle DM. Serial # D6235988. .243 Win. caliber bolt action rifle
with a 22” barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable magazine. The satin black metal finish on the
barrel and receiver is very good condition showing little wear with some light marks and scratches.
The scope mounts show some spots of light surface rust. The satin finished checkered walnut stock
with black nose piece is in very good to excellent condition showing light finish wear at the comb.
Original lack rubber recoil pad. Made without sights. The action works fine. Includes a Bushnell 39x40 scope and sling swivels.

R.

33.

Sako Model L579 Forester. Serial # 31830. .243 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 23” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in Finland c. 1963. Made without sights. The blued metal finish on the
metal and receiver is in good to very good condition with some fine scratches and some patches of
light surface rust on both at the barrel/receiver junction. The blued finish on the floor plate and
trigger guard is excellent. The checkered walnut stock is in good condition showing numerous
small dings and scratches. Original black plastic butt plate. The action works fine. Includes a
Balvar 8A 2.5-8x40 scope in an adjustable Balvar mount and a leather sling. C&R.

34.

Unknown Maker Model Percussion Rifle. Serial # NSN. .36 caliber (approximately) black powder
percussion rifle with a 25” octagon barrel. The bore is good, mostly clean with light rust and visible
rifling. The barrel has stars stamped into the crown and measures approx. 0.945” across the flats at
the muzzle and appro.. 0.975 at the breech end. Double set triggers. G. Goulcher marked lock
plate. The barrel is marked as what looks like “C. Fellow”. The finish on the barrel is a brown
patina with edge wear scratching and thinning. The engraved lock plate and hammer is worn to a
bare gray. The nipple is a new replacement. The half-length walnut stock is in good condition with
some dings and scratches. Brass butt plate, trigger guard, nose cap, and patch box. Brass trigger
guard has been repaired. Action does not work. Includes the ramrod.

R.

35.

Baikal – Remington Model IZH18MN. Serial # 071841725R. .308 Win. single shot rifle with a
23½” hammer forged barrel. The bore is excellent. Action release lever behind trigger guard. The
satin blue metal finish on the barrel and trigger guard is in excellent condition showing no wear.
The blued steel receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing no wear. The checkered
hardwood stock and forearm are in excellent condition with only a few marks from use. European
style sling swivels. Factory black rubber recoil pad. Action works fine.

R.

36.

Smith & Wesson Model 629-4. Serial # BSR4504. .44 Magnum caliber double action revolver with
an 8-3/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1995. This is an all stainless steel constructed N
Frame revolver with the target hammer and target trigger. The stainless steel finish on the barrel is
in very good condition with some fine scratches scattered over the surface. The cylinder shows some
fine scratches and a light cylinder line. The stainless steel finish on the frame is in very good to
excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scratches. The black rubber finger groove
grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. Red ramp front sight with white
outline adjustable rear sight. The action is tight and works fine. Includes a leather holster and belt.

R.

37.

J. Stevens Model Crackshot. Serial # V17. .22 RF single shot lever action falling block rifle with a
20” stepped round barrel. The bore is fair, rough with visible rifling. Fixed sights. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is in good condition showing light wear with scratches and a covering of light
freckling. The receiver is a dark black/gray with slight rainbow colors, it may have been re-case
hardened. The plain walnut forearm and matching plain butt stock are in good condition showing
some dings and scratches with finish wear, no cracks. Plastic butt plate. The action seems to work
OK. C&R.
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38.

Winchester Model 69. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 25” barrel. The bore is
good, clean with worn rifling. 5 shot detachable magazine. Original cock on close action made only
from 1935 until 1937 with the introduction of the Model 69A with cock on open action in 1937. The
metal finish on the barrel, receiver, bolt floor plate and trigger guard has been cleaned to a bare
gray. The barrel and receiver ring each have 2 holes for scope block mounting. The plain walnut
stock is good condition with some light scratches and finish wear. Plastic butt plate with a white
spacer. The receiver has been fitted with a Winchester 68 style sight dovetailed into the rear receiver
bridge. Hooded ramp front sight with no finish remaining. The action works OK. Made from 1935
to 1963. C&R.

R.

39.

Saginaw S.G. Div. Model M1 Carbine. Serial # 3318713. .30 M1 Carbine caliber semi auto rifle
with an 18” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. late 1943. Barrel is a Saginaw marked, not
dated. 15 round detachable magazine marked OIB. The matte grey Parkerized finish on the barrel
and receiver is in very good condition showing light edge wear with some light scratches. The plain
walnut stock and 2 rivet hand guard are in very good condition showing only a few minor marks.
Adjustable rear sight. Bayonet lug. The action works fine. C&R.

R.

40.

IBM Model M1 Carbine. Serial # 3689102. .30 M1 Carbine caliber semi auto rifle with an 18”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. March 1944. The barrel is IBM marked and dated 9-43. 15
round detachable magazine marked IA. The matte grey Parkerized finish on the barrel and receiver
is in very good condition showing light edge wear with some light scratches. The plain walnut stock
and 4 rivet hand guard are in very good condition showing only a few minor marks. Adjustable rear
sight. Bayonet lug. The action works fine. Includes a green canvas web sling and oiler and a S.
Froehlich Co. mag pouch dated 1943. C&R.

R.

41.

Browning Arms Model Superposed Lightning. Serial # 52727V8. 20 Ga. over and under shotgun
with 26-1/2” ventilated rib barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels are choked Full and
Modified. The chambers are 3”. Made in Belgium in 1968. Single selective trigger and automatic
ejectors. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in good to very good condition showing light wear
and some edge wear along the rib. The finish has some dull spots that might be touched up bluing
with some scattered fine scratches and widely scattered dots of light freckling. The finish on the
engraved receiver shows just a hint of some light edge wear with some fine scratches. The gloss
finished checkered walnut butt stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing some minor
marks from handling. Original brown rubber recoil pad with an LoP of 14-1/2”. The action works
fine and is tight. Please see the pictures to get a better idea of the description.

R.

42.

Remington Model 700 Magpul Enhanced. Serial # RR66764K. .308 Win. caliber bolt action rifle
with a 24” heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable magazine. A Remington 700 tactical
action fitted into a Magpul Hunter stock. Made without sights. The matte black finish on the barrel
and receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing little to no wear with some light scuffs
and scratches. The black synthetic Magpul stock is in excellent condition showing little wear. Black
rubber recoil pad adjustable with spacers. Oversize bolt knob. The action works fine. Includes
scope bases and a Harris bipod attached to an accessory rail along with extra spacers for the stock.

R.

43.

Winchester Model 63 Carbine. Serial # 5841. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1935. 10 round tubular magazine in the butt stock. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is in fair to good condition showing spots of wear and thinning with small
patches of older cleaned surface rust. The receiver shows light carry wear and edge wear with
patches of older cleaned surface rust. The receiver has had a groove cut in the top. A note from the
consignor states that the rifle was sent back to the factory in 1958 to have the groove added. The
walnut stock and forearm are in good condition with minor dings and scratches. Front sight
replaced. Rear sight replaced with a blank. A Redfield receiver sight has been added to the left side
of the receiver. The steel butt plate is a brown patina with surface rust. The action works fine. The
Model 63 was made from 1933 to 1958 with the carbine being made from 1933 to 1936 only. C&R.
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44.

Ruger Model Blackhawk. Serial # 41-30537. .41 Rem. Magnum caliber single action revolver with
a 6-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1980. This is the New Model Blackhawk made with
the transfer bar safety. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing some
scratches with a covering of fine freckling. The cylinder shows little wear with a very light drag line
and a covering of fine freckling. The frame shows little wear with some scratches and finish loss due
to older cleaned surface rust on the top strap. The black finished alloy grip frame and trigger guard
shows some scrapes on the forward portion of the trigger guard. The original wooden grips are in
very good condition showing slight wear. Adjustable rear sight. The action works fine. Includes the
original yellow box and the instructions.

R.

45.

Springfield Armory Model XDS-45 Compact. Serial # XS545520. .45 ACP caliber compact striker
fired semi auto pistol with a 3.3” barrel. The bore is excellent. 5 round single stack detachable
magazine. This pistol features a matte finished steel slide, a black polymer frame and night sights
with a fiber optic front sight. It is equipped with a Crimson Trace laser mounted in the trigger guard
that works. The matte black finish on the slide is in excellent condition showing little to no wear.
The polymer frame is in excellent condition as well showing little sign of use. The action works fine.
Includes the original black plastic case, the instructions, 2 extra 7 round magazines with extended
floor plates, a holster, an extra back strap, and a gun lock.

R.

46.

Smith & Wesson Model 41. Serial # 49. .22 LR semi auto target pistol with a 5-1/2” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made c. 1964. 10 shot detachable magazine. Fully adjustable rear target sight.
Patridge front sight. The blued metal finish on the barrel is very good to excellent showing some
light rub marks and light scratches on the left side near the muzzle. The blued finish on the slide
shows a slight plum hue with some small spots of cleaned surface rust. The frame finish shows light
edge wear and light scratches. The checkered walnut target grips with a thumb rest for a righthanded shooter are very good to excellent showing light wear. The action functions fine. Includes a
black plastic case, 6 spare magazines, a barrel compensator and a spare 7-3/8” barrel assembly.

R.

47.

Kimber Model Micro Carry. Serial# T0014484. .380 ACP semi auto compact pistol with 2-3/4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable magazine with floor plate extension. 3 dot night sights.
The matte black finish on the steel slide is excellent showing no wear. The satin silver finish on the
alloy frame is in very good to excellent condition showing some scuff marks on the trigger guard.
The checkered laminated synthetic grips are excellent. The action works fine. Includes the box,
instructions, a soft case, a spare 7 round magazine and a gun lock.

R.

48.

Smith & Wesson Model M&P 380 Performance Center Shield EZ 2.0. Serial # RCU1618. .380
ACP caliber semi auto striker fired compact pistol with a ported 3-3/4” barrel. The bore is excellent.
8 round detachable magazine. The pistol features a steel slide with lightening cuts and 3 dot fiber
optic sights. The matte black finish on the steel slide is in excellent condition showing only light
use. The black polymer frame with integral stippled grips is in excellent condition as well showing
little wear. Grip safety. The action works fine. Includes the original box with a spare 8 round
magazine and a gun lock, no manual.

49.

U.S. Springfield Model 1888 Trapdoor. Serial # 527383. .45-70 Govt. caliber single shot rifle with
a 32-1/2” barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. Made in 1891. Breech block
marked Model of 1884. The blued metal finish on the barrel is a re-blue and is in very good
condition showing some fine light surface rust and some scratches. The lock plate and breech block
show a blotchy brown/black patina with light surface rust. The breech block shows some remnant
case color on the underside. U.S. marked butt plate has been re-blued and shows light surface rust.
The plain walnut military stock is in very good condition for its age. There are a few minor dings and
scratches. There is a small decorative square of mother of pearl inlaid into the left side of the butt.
Very nice “SWP 1891” cartouche on the left side. Original rear Buffington sight, original front sight.
Original swivels. The ram-rod cleaning rod/bayonet has been blued. The action works fine.
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C. Sharps Arms Model 1875 Sporting Rifle. Serial # S1748. .45-70 Govt. caliber single shot rifle
with a 30” heavy octagon barrel. The bore is excellent. This rifle features a fancy walnut stock with
pistol grip and checkered steel butt plate, a cheek rest with accent line, and a globe front sight and
tang mounted rear peep sight. The satin blue finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent
condition with just a few minor scuffs and scratches. The case colored receiver, lever, hammer and
checkered butt plate are in very good to excellent condition with little wear and just a hint of some
light surface rust on the receiver. The plain walnut stock and Hartford style forearm are in very
good condition with a few dings and scratches with some older light cleaned mildew stains. The
action works fine. Please see the pictures to get a better idea of the description.

51.

Springfield Armory Model 1871 Rolling Block. Serial # NSN. .50-70 Center Fire caliber single
shot rifle with a 36” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean and shiny with strong rifling. Frame marked
“U.S. Springfield 1872”. Rearward folding leaf style rear sight. The metal finish on the barrel, barrel
bands and butt plate has been polished bright. The receiver finish is a dull gray patina with strong
markings. The hammer has some pitting on the left side. The walnut stock and forearm are in very
good condition with some small dings and scratches. No markings on the stock. The action works
correctly, going to half-cock when the breech is closed and is tight. Gun appears to be complete with
the ramrod. Made c. 1871 to 1872 in a quantity of about 10,000.

R.

52.

Springfield Armory Model 1899 Krag Carbine. Serial # 348340. .30-40 Krag caliber bolt action
rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore is good, mostly clean with some fouling/light frosting in the grooves.
Made in 1901. The rifle has been semi-sporterized. The blued metal finish on the barrel, receiver,
magazine box, bolt and barrel band is a re-blue and is in good to very good condition showing little
wear with some light scratches and wear on the bolt body. The rear sight is a 1902 rifle sight, the
front sight is a Lyman ramp sight. The walnut stock has been refinished and is in good to very good
condition with some dings and scratches. The hand guard has been discarded. The action works
fine. C&R.

R.

53.

Harrington & Richardson Model Ultra Slug Hunter. Serial # H296729. 20 Ga. single shot
shotgun with a 24” heavy rifled barrel. The bore is excellent, clean and shiny with strong rifling.
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with
some light scratches. The matte black finish on the receiver is in very good condition showing little
wear. The checkered laminated wood green/brown/gray stock and forearm are in excellent
condition showing little wear. Black rubber recoil pad. The action works fine. Includes a Simmons
3-9x40 scope mounted to the top rail.

R.

54.

Winchester Model 94AE. Serial # 6568313. .357 Magnum caliber lever action rifle with a 20”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Full length magazine tube. Made c. 2002-2006. This gun has the
angle eject receiver which is drilled and tapped to mount a scope on the top of the receiver. Tang
mounted safety. Saddle ring stud, but no ring. The original blued metal finish on the barrel and
magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little wear. The finish on the receiver is very good to
excellent showing little wear with some fine scratches. The walnut stock and forearm are in near
excellent condition with only a couple of small marks. Original front and rear sights. Plastic butt
plate. The action works fine.

R.

55.

Remington Model 870 50th Anniversary Classic Trap. Serial # C665287M. 12 Ga. pump action
trap shotgun with a 30” ported ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts screw
in choke tubes, a Cylinder tube is installed. The barrel is marked “Target Contour” and has a 2-3/4”
chamber. The shotgun features an engraved receiver with gold inlays commemorating the 50 th
Anniversary of the 870 Wingmaster Trap Shotgun. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very
good condition showing little wear with some light scratches. There are some brown patches under
the rib at the breach end. The blued finish on the engraved receiver is in excellent condition
showing little sign of wear. The gloss finished checkered walnut stock and forearm are in very good
to excellent condition showing little to no wear, there is some light damage at the heel. Sling swivel
stud in the butt. Black rubber Decelerator recoil pad. The action works fine.

R.
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56.

Remington Model 760 Carbine. Serial # 422314 .35 Rem. caliber pump action rifle with an 181/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1967. Correct .35 Rem. detachable magazine. The
blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing just a hint of some light muzzle
wear with some light scratches. The blued finish on the receiver and trigger guard shows light edge
wear with light scratching with some patches of moderate surface rust. The checkered walnut
forearm and matching butt stock have had extra finish added and are in very good condition with
some minor marks from use. Original metal butt plate. The rear sight has been removed and a
Williams receiver mounted peep sight added. The action works fine. C&R.

R.

57.

Remington Model 121 Fieldmaster. Serial # 17059. .22 RF caliber pump action take-down rifle
with a 24” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1936. Tubular magazine. The blued metal finish
on the barrel is in good to very good with some light muzzle wear, some light scratches along with
some very light scattered freckling. It shows just a hint of turning slightly brown near the rear sight.
The blued finish on the receiver shows some light edge wear with some scattered light surface rust
freckling. The grooved walnut forearm is in good to very good condition with a few dings and
scratches. The matching plain but stock is in good condition with numerous small dings at the heel.
Original checkered steel butt plate. Original sights. Action works fine. Made from 1936 to 1954.
C&R.

58.

Thompson-Center Arms Model White Mountain Carbine. Serial # 22244. .50 caliber black
powder percussion fired rifle with a 22” half round, half octagon barrel. The bore is very good, clean
with strong rifling. Single trigger. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition
showing little wear with some scattered spots of light surface rust. The lock plate and hammer show
good case color. The plain walnut straight grip stock is in very good to excellent condition with some
light dings near the sling swivel stud in the butt. Original black rubber recoil pad. Action works
fine. The wood ramrod is missing.

59.

Winchester Model 94AE. Serial # 6318766. .45 Colt caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Full length magazine tube. Made c. 2002-2006. This gun has the angle eject
receiver which is drilled and tapped to mount a scope on the top of the receiver. Cross bolt safety.
Saddle ring mounted to the receiver. The original blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine
tube is in excellent condition showing little wear. The finish on the receiver is very good to excellent
showing little wear with some fine scratches. The walnut stock and forearm are in excellent
condition showing little wear with some minor marks from handling. Original front and rear sights.
Plastic butt plate. The action works fine.

R.

R. 60.

R.

61.

Ruger Model New Model Blackhawk. Serial # 47-52656. .45 Colt caliber single action revolver
with a 7-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1993. This is the New Model Blackhawk made
with the transfer bar safety. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent condition showing
little to no wear. The cylinder shows little wear with a very light drag line. The frame shows little
wear with some fine scratches. The black finished alloy grip frame and trigger guard are in very
good to excellent condition with some minor marks from use. The original wooden grips are in very
good condition showing slight wear. Adjustable rear sight. The action works fine.
Browning Model Hi Power. Serial # 72C44313. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 4 5/8”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Belgium in 1972. 10 round after-market detachable
magazine. The blued metal finish on the steel slide is in very good condition showing little wear with
a small area of light surface rust on the right side. The blued finish on the steel frame is in excellent
condition showing little to no wear. The checkered walnut grips with red painted backs are in
excellent condition showing little to no wear. Adjustable rear sight. The action works fine. The gun
is nice and tight and appears to have been fired little. Includes a gray plastic case for a Sig pistol.
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62.

Ruger Model No. 1-B Standard. Serial # 133-35258. .25-06 Rem caliber single shot rifle with a
custom 26” Brown precision barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling with some
fouling in the grooves at the breech end. Rifle was originally chambered in .22-250 when it was
made in 1996. New barrel was made without sights. The matte black finish on the barrel is in
excellent condition showing little wear. The blued finish on the receiver has a slight plum hue and is
in very good condition showing little wear with some fine scratches. The checkered walnut stock and
forearm are in very good to excellent condition with a few small marks. Original black rubber recoil
pad. The action works fine. Includes a Leupold LPS 3.5-14x52 scope in Ruger rings.

R.

63.

A.H. Fox Model A Grade. Serial # 1184. 12 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 28” barrels. The
bores are very good, clean with just a hint of some isolated roughness. The barrels are choked Imp.
Cyl. and Imp. Mod. The chambers are 2-3/4”. Made c. 1910. Double triggers and extractors. The
blued metal finish on the barrels is a re-blue and is in good condition showing little wear with
scattered remnant dings and pitting. The markings show evidence of buffing. The lightly engraved
receiver shows good case color that may be a restoration. The gloss finished checkered walnut
stock and forearm have been refinished and are in very good to excellent condition showing some mi
nor marks on the left side of the comb. Black rubber recoil pad with an LoP of 14-1/4”. The action
works fine and is tight. C&R.

R.

64.

Winchester Model 1897. Serial # 485849. 12 Ga. pump action take down shotgun with a 30” plain
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full. Made in 1911. The blued metal finish on
the barrel is a professional re-blue and in very good condition showing little wear. The barrel
markings show moderate to heavy buffing. The receiver has also been refinished and shows wear
and dings at the barrel/frame junction with some scattered light scratching. The grooved walnut
forearm is in very good condition showing some minor marks with light finish wear. The plain
walnut butt stock has had extra finish added and again shows scratches and scuffs with flaking
finish and finish wear. Plastic butt plate. The action works fine. C&R.

R.

65.

Remington Model 870 Wingmaster. Serial # S350235J. 28 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 25”
ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Skeet. The chamber is 2-3/4”.
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with
some light scratches. The blued finish on the receiver is in very good condition with some light dings
and scratches along the bottom edges. The gloss finished checkered walnut stock and forearm are
in very good condition showing little wear with one larger ding on the left side of the forearm and
some minor marks on the butt stock. Plastic butt plate with an LoP of 13-3/4”. The action works
fine.

66.

Remington Model 1882 Grade 1. Serial # 34789. 10 Ga. double barreled hammer fired shotgun
with 30” barrels. The bores are fair, mostly clean with moderate pitting. They may clean better.
Made from 1882 to 1888. Decarbonized steel barrels with a wide flat rib. The blued metal finish on
the barrels is in good condition showing wear and thinning with some brownish patina and scattered
spots of light surface rust. The receiver and trigger guard are a gray patina with traces of remnant
case color along with some light surface rust. The checkered walnut forearm has been restored and
shows a repaired crack and worn checkering. The inlet for the ebony tip has been filled with a
brown epoxy. The checkered walnut butt stock has been refinished and probably re-pointed and is
in very good condition. Birds head butt plate is in very good condition. The action works fine and is
is tight.

67.

Browning Model 92. Serial # 03731PZ167 .44 Magnum caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Full length magazine tube. High quality modern reproduction of the original
Winchester Model 1892. Made in Japan. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is
in excellent condition showing little wear. The finish on the receiver is excellent as well with only
some scattered light scratches. The gloss finished walnut stock and forearm are good to very good
condition with some scattered dings and scratches. Carbine style steel butt plate The action works
fine.

R.
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Smith & Wesson Model 57-1. Serial # N901238. .41 Magnum caliber revolver with a 4” barrel.
The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Made c. 1981. The gloss blue finish on the barrel is
in very good condition showing light muzzle wear with some light scratches. The finish on the
cylinder is good to very good showing some edge wear, light scratches and a light cylinder line. The
finish on the frame is very good to excellent showing little wear with some fine scratches and a small
spot of cleaned surface rust on the left side. The target hammer and trigger show good case color.
The checkered black rubber finger groove grips are very good showing light wear. Red ramp front
sight with white outline rear sight. The action functions fine.

69.

Ruger Model Old Army Cap & Ball. Serial # 145-79439. .44 caliber black powder percussion fired
single action revolver with a 7-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Made in
1995. The high polish stainless steel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is very good condition
showing little wear with some fine scratches. The white plastic grips are in very good to excellent
condition showing little wear. Adjustable rear sight. The action works fine. Discontinued in 2008.
Includes a soft case.

R.

70.

Parker Bros. Model VH Grade Double. Serial # 227722. 12 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 28”
barrels. The bores are very good to excellent, good, mostly clean with no pitting. The barrels are
choked Cylinder and Imp. Cylinder. They have not been cut. Made in 1928. Barrels marked
“Vulcan Steel”. Double triggers and extractor only. The blued metal finish on the barrels is a
professional re-blue and is in excellent condition showing little wear with only a few small blemishes.
The lightly engraved receiver and forearm hardware show very strong case color and is probably a
restoration. The checkered walnut forearm and matching butt stock have been professionally
refinished and are in excellent condition showing little wear. Lace-on leather recoil pad with an LoP
of 14-1/2”. The action works fine, the barrel to frame lock-up is tight. C&R.

R.

71.

CZ Model 452-2E ZKM Classic. Serial # 751695. .22 WMR caliber bolt action rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in the Czech Republic. 5 shot detachable magazine. Made
without sights. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear
with some fine scratches. The blued finish on the receiver shows some thinning with light scratches.
The checkered walnut stock is in good condition, it shows very few marks, but the finish is flaking
badly at the comb on the left side. Sling swivel studs. The action works fine. Includes a Tasco 618x40 scope mounted to the grooved receiver.

R.

72.

U.S. Springfield Armory Model 1903 .22 Trainer. Serial # 1525595. .22 RF caliber bolt action
military training rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is excellent. Detachable 5 round M1922 M1
magazine. This rifle is a bit of an enigma. It is similar to an M1922 rifle, but is built on a standard
military 1903 receiver made in 1937 with an SA marked .22 LR barrel dated 6-42. It has an M1922
M2 bolt and an M1922 floorplate. Hard to say if it is a legitimate .22 training rifle or a cobbled
together rifle as there were many surplus .22 RF barrels available. The dark gray parkerized finish
on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some light scratches. The light gray
parkerized finish on the receiver is in good condition showing edge wear and thinning. The floor
plate is a brownish patina with wear and scratches. The plain walnut stock is very good showing
only minor marks. There is an SA/O cartouche on the left side. Receiver mounted Lyman aperture
sight with a Lyman front sight. The action functions fine. C&R.

R.

73.

Savage Arms Model 99EG. Serial # 773104. .300 Savage caliber lever action rifle with a 24” barrel.
The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Internal rotary magazine with cartridge counter.
Made in 1953. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with
some light scuffing and scratching. The blued receiver shows light carry wear to the underside with
some light scratching. The top of the receiver has been drilled and tapped; the holes are plugged
with screws. The lever is worn to near bare metal with traces of case color remaining. The
checkered walnut stock and forearm are in very good condition showing some minor marks with
light finish wear. Ramp front sight, the rear sight has been removed and the slot filled with a blank.
A Williams peep sight has been attached to the receiver. Sling swivels installed. The action works
fine. Includes a padded black nylon sling. C&R.

R.
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74.

Smith & Wesson Model 27-2. Serial # S298248. .357 Magnum caliber revolver with a 5” barrel.
The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Made c. 1968. The gloss blue finish on the barrel is
in good to very good condition showing muzzle wear with some light scratches. The finish on the
cylinder is good to very good condition showing some edge wear, light scratches and a light cylinder
line. The finish on the frame is very good showing little wear with some fine scratches. The hammer
and trigger show good case color. The checkered walnut target grips are very good showing light
wear. Ramp front sight with adjustable rear sight. The action functions fine. C&R.

R.

75.

Colt Model 1911-A1. Serial # 923915. .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel. The bore
is excellent. Made in 1943. Detachable 7 shot magazine. The frame is marked “MODEL OF 1911
A1. U.S. Army” and “United States Property” with an “SA” stamp above the trigger guard and an
“NM” stamp on the trigger guard. The slide is marked “Colts PT.F.A. MFG. Co. Hartford Conn.
U.S.A” on the right side with “NM7791435” stamped on the left side. The barrel is marked with the
caliber, the frame serial number and “NM7791414. The metal finish on the slide and frame is a gray
parkerized finish showing little wear with some light scuffs and scratches. The checkered walnut
grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. Rear adjustable sight is marked
“Triangle” with “heg” and “U.S.” The action works fine. C&R.

R.

76.

Ithaca Model Flues Grade 2 Double. Serial # 369082. 20 Ga. side by side shot shotgun with 28”
barrels. The bores are excellent, clean and shiny. Made c. 1923. Double triggers with automatic
ejectors. The blued metal finish on the barrels is very good showing light wear and light edge wear
on the rib along with some fine scratches. The receiver has relief engraving on the sides and bottom,
it is a gray patina with traces of remnant case color. The water table is marked with a 2. The
checkered walnut forearm has a push-button spring-loaded release and a black ebony tip. It is in
good to very good condition showing some minor marks and finish wear. The nicely figured
checkered walnut butt stock is in very good condition with some small dings and scratches. Original
Ithaca marked butt plate with an LoP of 13-3/4”. The action works fine and the barrel to frame
lock-up is tight. C&R.

R.

77.

Ruger Model No. 1-V Varmint. Serial # 131-33117. .22-250 Rem. caliber single shot rifle with a
24” heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1978. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in
very good condition showing little wear with some light scratches. The blued finish on the receiver is
very good with some scratches and light blemishes on the right side. The nicely figured checkered
walnut stock and forearm are in very good condition with some small dings on the forearm. Original
red rubber recoil pad. Made without sights. The action works fine. Includes a BSA TMD 6-24x44
scope in the Ruger rings mounted to the factory scope blocks.

R.

78.

Remington Model 1100 Sporting 28. Serial # R242685J. 28 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 271/2” ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts screw in choke tubes; a Briley
Skeet tube is installed. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good
to excellent condition showing little wear with some light scratches. The blued finish on the receiver
is in very good condition with some light scratches along the top and sides. The nicely figured gloss
finished checkered walnut forearm is in good condition showing numerous dings on the left side.
The matching checkered walnut butt stock is in good condition with some dings and paint marks on
the comb. Black rubber decelerator recoil pad with an LoP of 13-3/4”. The action works fine.

R.

79.

Winchester Model 1892 SRC. Serial # 275390. .25-20 WCF caliber lever action rifle with a 20”
round barrel. The bore is good, mostly clean with good rifling with some roughness. Made in 1904.
Full length magazine tube. The metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is a brown patina with
surface rust. It looks like it was cleaned to bare metal and then turned brown. There are 2 holes
filled with screws on the left side of the barrel. The finish on the receiver is a gray patina turning
brown. The saddle ring loop is present, but the ring is missing. The plain walnut forearm is in good
condition with finish wear with some dings on the right side. The walnut butt stock is in good
condition showing minor dings, scratches and paint streaks with a hole for a swivel stud. Steel
carbine butt plate. Original front sight post has a replacement half-round blade, rear sight has been
replaced with a flip-down sight. The action works OK. Made from 1892-1932. C&R.
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80.

Remington Model 870 Wingmaster Magnum. Serial # D820636U. 20 Ga. pump action shotgun
with a 28” ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts screw-in choke tubes, an
Imp. Cylinder tube is installed. The chamber is 3”. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very
good condition showing some wear from the pumping action and some light scratches. The blued
finish on the receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some fine
scratches. The checkered walnut forearm is in excellent condition showing little sign of use. The
checkered walnut butt stock is a darker shade of brown and shows some light finish wear. Brown
rubber factory recoil pad with an LoP of 13-3/4”. The action works fine.

R.

81.

Remington Model 1903-A3. Serial # 3445793. .30-06 caliber rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is
excellent. The rifle was made in February, 1943. The original Remington 4 groove military barrel is
dated 2/43. The gray parkerized military finish on the barrel, receiver, barrel bands and floorplate is
in very good condition showing little wear with some light scuffs and scratching from handling. The
black bolt finish shows some wear on the body and extractor. The floor plate/trigger guard shows
light edge wear with some light scuffs. The original military sights have been replaced with a
receiver mounted Lyman aperture rear sight and a globe front sight. The military S type straight
grip stock has had extra finish added and is in good condition showing dings and scratches with
some finish wear on the butt. No cartouche visible, there is a faint script “P” and some faint
inspection marks on the underside. The action works fine. C&R.

R.

82.

Marlin Model 1894CB Cowboy Limited. Serial # 03028315. .44 Magnum caliber lever action rifle.
24” octagon barrel and a full-length magazine tube. The bore is very good to excellent with some
light fouling in the grooves. Made in 1997. The original blued metal finish on the barrel and
magazine tube is excellent showing little wear. The blued finish on the steel receiver and the lever is
excellent as well showing little wear. The checkered walnut straight grip stock and forearm are in
excellent condition with only a few tiny handling marks. Original front and rear sights. The stock
bullseye is intact. Plastic butt plate. The action works like new and the gun appears to have been
fired very little. Made from 1996 to 2017.

R.

83.

Ruger Old Model Blackhawk. Serial # 50-04872. .30 Carbine caliber single action revolver with a
7-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1969. This is the Old Model “3-Screw” Blackhawk
made before the newer transfer bar safety. This revolver has not been converted to the newer system.
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing just a hint of some light
muzzle wear some fine scratches. The cylinder shows light edge wear with a light drag line and some
fine scratches. The frame finish is excellent showing little wear. The original walnut grips are in
good to very good condition showing slight wear with some scratches. The rear sight has been
removed and a Bushnell scope mount attached that required drilling of the top strap. The action
works fine. Includes a Bushnell Phantom 1.3x pistol scope. C&R.

R.

84.

Ruger Model M77. Serial #73-47206. .358 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel. The bore
is excellent. Made in 1978. Tang Safety. Made without sights. The blued metal finish on the barrel
is good to very good condition showing light wear with some light dings and scratches and some
spots of light rust on the muzzle crown. The finish on the receiver and bolt is very good to excellent
showing little to no wear. The receiver has taken on a plum hue. The checkered walnut stock is in
good to very good condition with scattered dings and scratches. Original red rubber Ruger recoil
pad. The action works fine. Includes swivel studs and a Redfield 2-7x32 scope in the Ruger rings.

R.

85.

Winchester Model 9422. Serial # F42713. .22 RF caliber lever action rifle with a 20” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 1972, the first year of production. 15 shot tubular magazine. The blued
metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little wear with a few
minor blemishes. The blued metal finish on the grooved steel receiver is excellent as well showing
little to no wear. The plain walnut straight grip stock and forearm are in very good condition
showing little wear with some minor marks from use. Original sights including front hood. The
action works fine. Made from 1972 to 2004.
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86.

Browning Model B-SS. Serial # 01641RT158. 12 Ga. double barreled shotgun with 30” barrels.
The bores are excellent. The barrels are choked Modified (**) and Full (*). The chambers are 3”.
Early model with a single non-selective trigger and automatic ejectors. Made in 1976. The blued
metal finish on the barrels is in fair condition showing heavy wear with heavy scratches. The
engraved receiver shows heavy wear as well with the bottom and trigger guard being close to bare
metal. The checkered walnut beaver tail forearm is in good condition with scratches and finish wear.
The matching checkered walnut butt stock is in good to very good condition with some minor marks
from use with finish wear. Old English black rubber recoil pad. The action works fine and is tight.
The BS-S was made from 1975 until 1987.

R.

87.

Freedom Arms Model 83 Field Grade. Serial # DF3018. .454 Casull caliber single action revolver
with a 7-1/2” ported barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with some fouling in the grooves. All
stainless steel construction. The matte stainless steel finish on the barrel is in very good condition
showing little wear. There is some flame impingement on the front sight base from the barrel ports.
The matte stainless steel finish on the cylinder shows a light drag line. The frame finish is very good
to excellent showing little wear. Adjustable rear sight. The black rubber Pachmayr grips are very
good to excellent showing little wear. The action works fine. Includes the box with some loading
information, but no manual.

R.

88.

Weatherby Model Olympian. Serial # R000971. 20 Ga. over/under shotgun with 26” ventilated rib
barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels are both choked Imp. Mod. The chambers are 3”.
Single selective trigger with auto ejectors. Made in Japan. The blued metal finish on the barrels is
generally very good with a small scrape on the bottom barrel near the muzzle and just a hint of some
widely scattered light freckles. The blued finish on the engraved receiver shows heavy carry wear
with edge wear and light scratches. The nicely figured checkered walnut forearm is fair condition
with several cracks and some dings from use. The matching butt stock is in in good condition with
some dings and scratches. There are fine cracks at the upper and lower tangs. Original brown
rubber recoil pad. The action is tight and works fine. Made from 1972 until 1981.

R.

89.

Marlin Model 410. Serial # 92031228. .410 Ga. 2½” lever action shotgun with a 22” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made in 2008. The original blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent
condition showing little wear with only some minor marks. The blued finish on the steel receiver is
in very good condition with a few scratches. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in
excellent condition showing little sign of use. Fiber optic front sight. Hammer block safety. Original
brown rubber recoil pad. The action works fine.

R.

90.

Smith & Wesson Model K-22 Masterpiece. Serial # K39566. .22 RF caliber double action revolver
with a 6” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1948. A Pre-Model 17 K frame revolver with a
square butt and adjustable sights. The original blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to
excellent condition with just a hint of some light muzzle wear with some light scratches. The butt
has a small slot milled into the rear with a cross pin, perhaps for a lanyard strap. The cylinder
shows edge wear with a light drag line. The frame shows light edge wear with some light freckling on
the trigger guard and bottom of the frame. The trigger and hammer show good case color. The
checkered walnut grips are in good condition showing some damage to the checkering on the left
panel. The action is tight and works fine. C&R.

R.

91.

Smith & Wesson Model SW99. Serial # SAH3518. .45 ACP caliber semi auto striker fired pistol
with a 4” barrel. The bore is excellent. 9 round detachable magazine. 3 dot sights. Frame made by
Walther in Germany. The matte black finish on the steel slide is in very good to excellent condition
showing little wear with some very light scuffs. The black polymer frame with integral grips is in
excellent condition showing little sign of use. The action works fine. Includes the original blue
plastic case with a spare 9 round magazine, an extra back strap, extra front sight inserts, a gun
lock and the instructions.
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R.

92.

Smith & Wesson Model 65-3. Serial # AZB3575. .357 Magnum caliber double action revolver with
a 3” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1988. All stainless steel construction with fixed sights, a
red ramp front sight and a round butt. The stainless steel finish on the barrel is in very good
condition showing some light scuffs and scratches. The cylinder is very good showing little wear
with a light drag line. The frame finish is very good to excellent showing a few scuffs on the top
strap. The checkered walnut grips are in excellent condition showing little sign of wear. The action
works fine.

R.

93.

Smith & Wesson Model M&P 22. Serial # MP010247. .22 RF caliber semi auto pistol with a 4”
threaded barrel. The bore is excellent. 10 round detachable magazine. This pistol features a matte
black finished slide with a black polymer frame. Made by Walther in Germany. The matte black
finish on the steel slide is in excellent condition showing little to no wear. The black polymer frame
with integral grips and an accessory rail is in excellent condition as well. Adjustable rear sight. The
action works fine. Includes the original case with the instructions.

R.

94.

Smith & Wesson Model 67-1. Serial # 98K3843. .38 Sp. caliber double action revolver with a 4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1981. All stainless steel construction with a red ramp front
sight and an adjustable rear sight. The stainless steel finish on the barrel is in good condition
showing scuffing and scratching. The cylinder is in good condition showing numerous fine scratches
drag line. The frame finish is in good condition showing numerous fine scratches and tiny dings
along the edges and on the trigger guard. The checkered black rubber finger groove grips are in good
condition showing some marks from use. The action works fine.

R.

95.

Smith & Wesson Model 53-2. Serial # 2K93369. .22 Rem. Jet caliber double action revolver with a
6” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1972. This revolver can also fire .22 WRM cartridge with
special chamber inserts (Not Included). It has a selector on the hammer to go from rimfire to
centerfire. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little
sign of wear. The blue finish on the cylinder shows a light drag line. The blued finish on the frame is
excellent showing little sign of use. The hammer and trigger show good case color. The checkered
walnut target grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The left panel is
lighter in color than the right panel. The action works fine. Includes a blue Smith & Wesson box
not original to the revolver. Made from 1960 to 1964.

R.

96.

Smith & Wesson Model 58. Serial # S260450. .41 Rem. Magnum caliber 6 shot double action
revolver with a 4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1966. N-Frame revolver with a pinned
barrel and recessed chambers. Fixed sights. The original blue finish on the barrel is in very good
condition showing some light muzzle wear with some fine scratches. The cylinder shows light edge
wear with light scratches and a light drag line. The frame finish is very good to excellent and shows
very light edge wear and some light scratches. The checkered walnut grips are in excellent condition
showing little wear. The trigger and hammer show good case color. The action is tight and works
fine. Made from 1964-1977. Includes the bottom half of a blue S&W box. C&R.

R.

97.

Smith & Wesson Model M&P 45. Serial # MRD0472. .45 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 41/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. 8 round detachable magazine. The matte black finish on the
steel slide is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some tiny marks near the
rear sight. The black polymer frame with integral stippled grips and accessory rail is in excellent
condition as well showing little wear. 3 dot night sights. The action works fine. Includes the
original black case, the instructions, extra back straps and a gun lock.

R.

98.

Winchester Model 1892. Serial # 187646. .38-40 WCF caliber lever action rifle with a 24” octagon
barrel. The bore is very good to excellent, clean and shiny with strong rifling. Made in 1901. Full
length magazine tube. The metal finish on the barrel is a brown patina with edge wear and
scratching. The magazine tube shows light wear with some scattered freckling and scratches. The
blued finish on the receiver shows moderate to heavy carry wear and edge wear with scratching, it is
starting to turn brown. The lever has a decorative leather wrap. The plain walnut forearm is in good
condition with light dings and scratches with finish wear. The walnut butt stock is in good condition
showing minor dings, scratches and finish wear. Crescent steel butt plate. Original front and rear
sights. The action works fine. Made from 1892-1932. C&R.
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R.

99.

Springfield Armory Model M1A. Serial # 128193. .308 Win. caliber semi auto rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with some light rust. 10 round detachable magazine.
Civilian version of the US Military M-14. The grey Parkerized finish on the barrel and receiver is in
very good condition showing some light scuffs and scratches. The flash hider has some light surface
rust. The hardwood stock is an M-14 military stock with the selector switch cut-out on the right
side. DoD cartouche on the left side. It is in good condition with some light scratches and finish
wear. The fiberglass hand guard is in good condition with some scuffs and scratches, no cracks.
Standard military front sight. The action works fine.

R. 100.

Ruger Model No. 1-S Medium Sporter. Serial # 133-98185. .45-70 Govt. caliber single shot rifle
with a custom 22” barrel. The bore is excellent. The rifle features a color case hardened receiver,
lever, grip cap, quarter rib and scope rings, most likely done by Turnbull Restorations. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in good to very good condition showing little wear with some scattered
spots of light surface rust. The case hardened finish on the receiver, lever, rings and quarter rib is
excellent showing strong case color. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in excellent
condition with a few small marks on the forearm. Original black rubber recoil pad. The action
works fine. Includes a Millet 1.5-6x44 scope in Ruger rings.

R. 101.

Winchester Model 1892. Serial # 904155. .32-20 WCF caliber lever action rifle with a 24” round
barrel. The bore is very good to excellent, clean and shiny with strong rifling. Made in 1920. Full
length magazine tube. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in good to very
good condition showing muzzle wear, light scratches and some scattered spots of light surface rust.
The blued finish on the receiver shows moderate to heavy carry wear and edge wear with scratching,
it is starting to turn brown. The lever shows a worn brownish gray patina. The plain walnut
forearm is in very good condition showing minor marks and scratches with light finish wear. The
walnut butt stock is in good to very good condition showing minor dings, scratches and finish wear.
There is one larger ding near the heel. Swivel stud in the butt. The crescent steel butt plate is a
worn brownish gray patina. Original front and rear sights. The action works fine. Made from 18921932. C&R.

R. 102.

Browning Model 1885 High Wall. Serial # 08740PV247. .45-70 Govt. caliber single shot rifle with a
28” octagon barrel. The bore is excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in excellent
condition showing little to no wear with some fine scuffs. The blued finish on the receiver and lever
is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scratches and minor
blemishes. The satin finished checkered walnut Schnabel forearm is in very good to excellent
condition with some minor marks. The matching checkered walnut straight grip butt stock is very
good to excellent with some minor dings along the bottom edge. Factory sling swivels. The action
works fine. Original sights. Includes a Swarovski 4x32 scope.

R. 103.

Marlin Model 336CB. Serial # 01042499. .38-55 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 24” octagon
barrel. The bore is excellent. 8 round tubular magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and
magazine tube is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some scratches on the
rear portion of the barrel. The blued finish on the receiver and lever is very good to excellent as well
with some fine scratches. The oil finished checkered walnut stock and forearm are in excellent
condition showing little sign of use. The stock bullseye is intact. Plastic butt plate. The original
sights have been removed and the rear sight dovetail filled with a blank. A Lyman aperture rear
sight and globe front sight have been added. The action works fine.

R. 104.

Springfield Armory Model M1 Garand. Serial # 3651337. .30-06 caliber semi auto rifle with a 24”
barrel. The bore is very good, it has strong rifling with some dull spots at mid-bore. The receiver was
made in Feb. 1945. The SA barrel is dated 7-63. The bolt, hammer, safety, stamped trigger housing
are all SA marked, the op rod is marked NM and RA. The dark gray parkerized finish on the barrel,
bolt and gas cylinder is in very good condition showing light edge wear and light scratching and
scuffing. The walnut stock and hand guards are in very good condition with some dings, scratches
and finish wear. There is a RRAD stamped on the left side of the butt and P proof on the pistol grip.
The action works fine. Includes a green canvas web sling. C&R.
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R. 105.

Winchester Model 94. Serial # 1387036 .30 WCF (.30-30 Win.) caliber lever action rifle with a 20”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Full length tubular magazine. Made c. 1946. The blued metal finish
on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some
fine scratches. The blued finish on the receiver is in good to very good condition showing some edge
wear with some light scratches and small patches of older cleaned light surface rust. The plain
walnut forearm is in very good condition showing some light scratches. The plain walnut butt stock
is in good to very good condition showing some dings and scratches with light finish wear. Original
front sight including the hood. The rear sight has been removed and the dovetail filled with a blank.
and rear sights including the front sight hood. A Lyman receiver mounted peep sight has been
added. Grooved steel butt plate. The action works fine. C&R.

R. 106.

Swedish Carl Gustafs – CAI Model 1896 Mauser. Serial # 9716. 6.5x55mm Swedish Mauser
caliber bolt action rifle with a 29” barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. Made in
Sweden in 1899. The rifle is import stamped and all matching. The original arsenal finish on the
barrel, bands and receiver is in good to very good condition with slight thinning, light edge wear and
some scratches. The walnut stock and hand guard are in very good condition with some dings and
scratches. The stock disc is intact as well as a bullet drop chart taped to the butt. The front sight
has a higher replacement blade. Original military rear sight. The action works fine. Includes the
cleaning rod and a green canvas web sling. C&R.

R. 107.

Remington Model 1100 Classic Field. Serial # R245757W. 16 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 28”
ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts screw in choke tubes; an Imp. Cyl.
tube is installed. The chamber is 2-3/4”. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to
excellent condition showing little wear with some light scratches and a few tiny spots of light surface
rust at the receiver junction. The blued finish on the receiver is in very good condition with some
light scratches on the top and sides with some spots of cleaned light surface rust at the barrel
junction. The checkered walnut forearm is in very good to excellent condition showing some minor
marks and scratches. The matching checkered walnut butt stock is in good to very good condition
with some minor marks and scratches with some finish wear. Plastic butt plate. The action works
fine.

R. 108.

Smith & Wesson Model 65-5. Serial # BSH0998. .357 Magnum caliber double action revolver with
a 3” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1995. All stainless steel construction with fixed sights
and a round butt. The stainless steel finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing some
light scuffs and scratches. The cylinder is very good showing little wear with some light scuffs and a
light drag line. The frame finish is very good to excellent showing a few scuffs on the top strap and
trigger guard. The black rubber Pachmayr grips are in very good condition showing light wear. The
action works fine.

R. 109.

Smith & Wesson Model K-22 Outdoorsman. Serial # 638860. .22 RF caliber double action revolver
with a 6” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1931-1932. Adjustable rear sight. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is very good showing little wear with some scratches and some spots of older
cleaned surface rust around the front sight. The cylinder shows little wear with a light drag line.
The frame shows little wear with some fine scratches. The side plate finish does not match and
looks like it was buffed with some remnant pitting. The hammer and trigger show good case colors.
The diamond checkered grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The action
is tight and works fine. Made from 1931 to 1940. C&R.

R. 110.

Smith & Wesson Model 17-3. Serial # 10K9188. .22 RF caliber double action revolver with a 6”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1977. Red ramp front sight with white outline adjustable rear
sight. The blued metal finish on the barrel is very good showing little wear with some light
scratches. The cylinder shows little wear with just a hint of a light drag line. The frame shows little
wear with some fine scratches. The target hammer and target trigger show strong case colors. The
smooth cocobolo target grips are in very good condition showing some light scratches and a patch of
flaking finish. The action is tight and works fine.
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R. 111.

Smith & Wesson Model 66. Serial # 9K11303. .357 Magnum caliber double action revolver with a
4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1975. All stainless steel construction with red ramp front
sight, adjustable rear sight and a square butt. The stainless steel finish on the barrel is in very good
condition showing some scuffs and scratches. The cylinder is very good showing little wear with
some light scuffs and a light drag line. The frame finish is very good to excellent showing a few light
scratches on the trigger guard. The checkered walnut grips are in very good condition showing light
marks along the bottom edge. The action works fine.

R. 112.

Smith & Wesson Model 53. Serial # K450921. .22 Rem. Jet caliber double action revolver with an
8-3/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1961. This revolver can also fire .22 WRM cartridge
with special chamber inserts (Not Included). It has a selector on the hammer to go from rimfire to
centerfire. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little
sign of wear. The blue finish on the cylinder is excellent showing just a hint of a light drag line. The
blued finish on the frame is excellent showing little sign of use. The target hammer and target
trigger show good case color. The checkered walnut target grips are in very good to excellent
condition showing little wear. Red ramp front sight. The rear sight has been removed for a scope
mount. The action works fine. Includes a Leupold M8 2x pistol scope in a Buehler mount that
required drilling. Made from 1960 to 1964. C&R.

R. 113.

Smith & Wesson Model M&P 40. Serial # DTF7736. .40 S&W caliber semi auto pistol with a 41/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. 15 round detachable magazine. Made without a safety. The
matte black finish on the steel slide is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with
some light scuffs. The black polymer frame with integral stippled grips and accessory rail is in
excellent condition as well showing little wear. 3 dot sights. The action works fine. Includes the
original black case, the instructions, extra back straps and a spare magazine.

R. 114.

Smith & Wesson Model 65-3. Serial # AYU0068. .357 Magnum caliber double action revolver with
a 3” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1987. All stainless steel construction with fixed sights, a
red ramp front sight and a round butt. The stainless steel finish on the barrel is in very good
condition showing some light scuffs and scratches. The cylinder is very good showing little wear
with some light scuffs and a light drag line. The frame finish is very good to excellent showing a few
scratches on the top strap and trigger guard. The checkered walnut grips are in very good to
excellent condition showing little wear. The action works fine.

115.

Jukar Model Flintlock Rifle. Serial #183942. .45 caliber flintlock rifle with a 33-1/2” octagon
barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling with no rust visible. Made in Spain. The
browned finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some minor marks
from use. The lock plate shows good case color. The two-piece hardwood stock is in very good
condition showing little wear with some minor marks and light paint streaks on the butt. The brass
butt plate, side plate, trigger guard, ferrules and nose cap are dull and should polish up fine. The
action works fine. Includes the wood ramrod. Includes a round ball mold, a ball starter, a pan
primer flask and patches.

116.

Winchester Model 1873. Serial # 132276A. .32 W.C.F. (.32-20 Win.) caliber lever action rifle with
a 24” octagon barrel. The bore is good, clean with some rough spots. Made in 1883. Full length
tubular magazine. The finish on the barrel and magazine tube is a bare gray patina with dings and
scratches. The finish on the receiver and lever is a bare gray also with older cleaned surface rust
and scratches. The dust cover is missing. The brass lifter is worn with dings, the caliber marking is
not visible. The walnut stock and forearm are in very good condition showing only minor marks.
The rear sight is a newer replacement. The steel crescent butt plate is worn to bare gray. The action
does not work 100%, it is sluggish and the hammer fully cocks only if the lever is held tight against
the lower tang and the hammer thumb cocked. Includes a factory letter.
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R. 117.

Colt Model Anaconda. Serial # MM40439. .44 Magnum caliber double action 6 shot revolver with
an 8” ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1993. The stainless steel finish on the
barrel and frame is very good with some fine scratches. The cylinder shows a light drag line with
some fine scratches. The black rubber Colt logo Pachmayr grips are in excellent condition showing
little wear. Red ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight. The action is tight and works fine. Includes
the original blue case with the instructions and the outer box which is in fair condition.

R. 118a. First of a lot of 2: Remington Model 514. Serial # NSN. .22 RF single shot bolt action rifle with a
19-1/2” barrel. The bore is good, mostly clean with slightly worn but good rifling. It has been
counter-bored approx. 4” in from the muzzle. The rifle is missing many parts. The matte blued
finish on the barrel and receiver shows light surface rust with scuffs and scratches. The plain
walnut stock has been refinished is in very good condition showing little wear. The butt plate is
missing. The action does not work due to missing parts, the bolt will not stay in the action. C&R.
R. 118b. Second of a lot of 2: Winchester Model 69A. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a
25” barrel. The bore is good, clean with worn rifling. Detachable magazine NOT included. The rifle
is missing many parts. The metal finish on the barrel and receiver has been refinished and is in is
in good condition showing light surface rust with thinning and scratches. It is beginning to turn
brown. There are 4 holes drilled into the side of the receiver. The plain walnut stock has been
refinished is in good condition with some minor dings and scratches. Swivel stud holes in the butt
and forearm. Original front and rear sights. Plastic butt plate. The action does not work, the bolt
and other parts are missing. Made from 1935 to 1963. C&R.
R. 119a. First of a lot of 2: Iver Johnson Model Champion. Serial # GRTC. .410 Ga. single shot shotgun
with a 26” barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean. The barrel is choked Full. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is fair, it is a worn grayish brown patina with surface rust. The frame is a worn
dark gray patina with edge wear and surface rust. The plain walnut forearm has been cut and it
taped onto the barrel. The plain walnut butt stock is in fair to good condition with some marks from
use with finish wear. There are small repaired cracks at the upper and lower tang. The butt plate is
missing. The action seems to works OK. C&R.
R. 119b. Second of a lot of 2: Palmetto Arms Model 11. Serial # RT666. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a
27” barrel. The bore is very good, clean and shiny. The barrel is fitted with a Savage adjustable
choke and seems like a later Savage barrel that is not correct for this gun as it will not lock closed.
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition with some scattered light surface rust. The
receiver shows faded case color with scratches and light surface rust. The plain walnut stock and
forearm are in fair condition with cracks, finish wear and marks from use. Plastic butt plate. The
action works, but as noted the barrel will not lock closed. Made by Savage Stevens. Palmetto Arms
Co. was a trade name used by the Tryon Hardware Company in Philadelphia. C&R.
R. 120a. First of a lot of 2: Sears Model 42 DL. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore that should clean up OK. This gun was made for Sears by Marlin and is the same
as their Model 80. This gun uses a detachable magazine which is NOT included. The blued finish
on the barrel has been aggressively cleaned to bare metal. The blued finish on the grooved receiver
is in very good condition showing some light scratches. The bolt and trigger guard are chromed.
The plain stock is in fair to good condition showing some dings, scratches and paint streaks with
finish wear. Plastic butt plate. The action works fine. There may be additional parts missing in the
magazine well.
R. 120b. Second of a lot of 2: Winchester Model 67. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action single shot
barreled action only with a 25” barrel. The bore is excellent. The blued finish on the barrel and
receiver is in fair to good condition showing a light haze of surface rust. It is starting to turn brown.
The chrome bolt shows some light surface rust. Original front and rear sights. C&R.
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R. 121a. First of a lot of 2: Winchester Model 37. Serial # NSN. .410 Ga. single shot shotgun barreled
action only with a 26” barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean, no pitting. The barrel is choked
Full. The metal finish on the barrel is a blotchy brown/black with wear and scratches, the breech
area is worn to bare metal. The receiver has been cleaned to bare metal with remnant surface rust.
The action seems to works OK. C&R.
R. 121b. Second of a lot of 2: Harrington & Richardson Model 162 Topper Buck. Serial # AL207728. .3030 Win. Caliber single shot rifle barreled action with a 22” barrel. The bore is very good, clean with
strong rifling. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition with some scattered light
surface rust. The receiver shows faded case color with scratches and light surface rust. Plastic
trigger guard. There is a stub of a black painted forearm that has been cut down. The action works
fine.
R. 122.

Savage Arms Model 64. Serial # 0694792. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with a 2” barrel. The bore
is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Detachable magazine NOT included. No sights. The blued
metal finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some fine
scratches. The blued finish on the grooved receiver is in very good condition showing little wear with
some scratches, mostly on the scope rail. The laminated hardwood stock is in very good condition
showing little wear with some minor marks from use. The action works fine, there is some light rust
on the bolt. Includes a Simmons 8-Point 3-9x40 scope mounted to the grooved receiver rail.

R. 123.

Winchester Model 68. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber manually cocked bolt action single shot rifle
with a 27” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with good rifling. Target version of the Model 67. The
blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver has been aggressively cleaned to bare metal with
remnant surface rust. The chrome bolt knob shows scratches and light surface rust. The trigger
guard shows edge wear and is slightly brown. The plain walnut stock has been refinished and is in
very good condition with some minor marks. Plastic butt plate. Original rear aperture sight. The
original front sight has been removed and a blade installed backwards. The action works fine.
Manufactured from 1934 to 1946. C&R.

R. 124.

Winchester Model 67. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber bolt action manually cocked single shot rifle
with a 27” barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling. The blued metal finish on
the barrel and receiver is in fair condition showing a haze of light surface rust with scratches, bar
spots and paint streaks. The chrome on the bolt is in fair condition showing scratches and spots of
light rust. The trigger guard shows edge wear and is turning brown. The plain walnut stock has
been refinished and is in good condition showing some minor marks. Plastic butt plate. Original
sights. The action works fine. Made from 1934-1963. C&R.

R. 125.

Heritage Model Rough Rider Combo. Serial # HR59164. .22 LR/.22 Mag caliber dual cylinder
single action revolver with a 4-3/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in the USA. 6 shot cylinder.
The nickel finish on the barrel is excellent showing little to no wear. The nickel finish on the frame
and cylinder is excellent as well showing little to no wear. The hardwood grips are in excellent
condition showing no wear. Fixed sights. The action works fine. The revolver looks like new.
Includes the original box, spare cylinder and the instructions.

R. 126.

A. Uberti – American Arms Inc. Model Regulator. Serial # 130080. .45 Colt caliber single action
revolver with a 5-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Italy. Modern reproduction of the Colt
Single Action Army revolver. The blued metal finish on the barrel and cylinder is very good to
excellent showing little wear with some light scratches. The faux case hardened frame is very good
showing strong case color. The brass trigger guard and grip frame are in very good condition
showing some fine scratches. The plain hardwood grips are in very good condition with some minor
marks from use. The action works fine. Includes the original box, no instructions.
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R. 127.

Ruger Model Vaquero. Serial # 56-19942. .45 Colt caliber single action revolver with a 4-5/8”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1996. The blued metal finish on the barrel and cylinder is
very good to excellent showing little wear with some light scratches. The faux case hardened frame
is very good showing good case color with some small patches of missing finish. The blued steel
trigger guard and grip frame are in very good condition showing some fine scratches. The plain
hardwood grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little sign of use. The action works
fine. Includes the original gray plastic box, no instructions.

128.

Mendi Model Percussion Pistol. Serial # 4333. Approx. 40 caliber percussion fired pistol with a 41/2” octagon barrel. The smooth bore is good with light rust. Made in Spain. The blued finish on
the barrel is in good condition with some light freckling. The case colored breech and lock plate
show good case color. The hardwood stock with checkered grip is good to very good showing some
minor marks from use. The action works. Includes the ramrod.

R. 129.

Savage Model 24V. Serial # E013192. .30-30 Win. over 20 Ga combination gun with 24” barrels.
The bores are excellent. The shotgun barrel has a 3” chamber and is choked Modified. The blued
metal finish on the barrels is in good condition showing some light scuffs and scratches with some
scattered spots of light surface rust. The case hardened receiver shows good case color. The
checkered walnut forearm is in very good condition showing little wear with some minor marks from
use. The matching checkered walnut butt stock is in good condition showing some marks and
scratches with finish wear. Original flip down rear sight with fixed front ramp sight. Original butt
plate is very good. The action works fine.

R. 130.

Winchester Model 90. Serial # 397210. .22 Short caliber pump action rifle with a 24” octagon
barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling. Made in 1910. 2/3 length magazine tube.
The metal finish on the barrel, magazine tube and receiver is a brown patina with light to moderate
surface rust. Original sights. The plain walnut stock and grooved walnut forearm are in good to
very good condition with a few minor marks and finish wear, no cracks. The steel crescent butt
plate is a brown patina with surface rust. The action works OK. Includes a tang mounted peep
sight. Made from 1890 to 1932. C&R.

R. 131.

German BYF (Mauser) Model K98. Serial # 1440L. 8mm Mauser bolt action rifle with a 23-1/2”
barrel. The bore is good, mostly clean with strong rifling and slightly dark, frosted grooves. Receiver
dated 1942. The rifle is not import marked. The bolt and floor plate are mis-matched. The metal
finish on the barrel and receiver is mostly a worn bare gray patina with scratching and older cleaned
surface rust. The floor plate and trigger guard are worn to gray with some light surface rust. The
laminated wood military stock and hand guard is in good condition with some dings and dents, there
is a faint German eagle on the right side of the butt. The front sight hood and the cleaning rod are
missing. The action works fine. C&R.

R. 132.

Beretta Model A390 ST Sport. Serial # U382314E. 12 Ga. semi auto shotgun with a 28” ported
ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel accepts screw-in choke tubes, a Modified
tube is installed. Made in Italy. The satin blue metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition
showing light edge wear on the rib with some marks near the porting. The blued finish on the lightly
engraved alloy receiver is in good to very good condition showing light edge wear with some fine
scratches. The checkered synthetic forearm and butt stock have an orange and black tiger stripe
pattern and are in very good condition with some minor chips in the finish. The butt is fitted with a
black rubber recoil pad with an LoP of 14-1/2”. The action works fine.
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R. 133.

Swedish Oberndorf – CAI Model 1896 Mauser. Serial # 37122. 6.5x55mm Swedish Mauser
caliber bolt action rifle with a 29” barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling.
Made in Germany in 1900. Production of M1896 rifles at Mauser Oberndorf in Germany
supplemented Swedish production during 1899-1900 until production at Carl Gustafs was fully up
and running. The rifle does not appear to be import stamped. It is all matching except for the rear
sight. The original arsenal finish on the barrel, bands and receiver is in good military condition with
thinning, edge wear and some scratches. The receiver has several holes drilled into the left side for a
side scope mount. The walnut stock and hand guard are in very good condition with some dings
and scratches. The stock has had some wood removed at the receiver to accommodate a side scope
mount. The stock disc is intact as well as a bullet drop chart tacked to the butt. The rear sight is a
“Vasteras” target sight which was not original to M1896 rifles. The action works fine. Includes a
bayonet and scabbard, the cleaning rod and a vintage leather sling. C&R.

R. 134.

Finnish – C.A.I. Model 1939 Short Rifle. Serial # 226687. 7.62x54Rmm caliber bolt action rifle
with a 27” barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with strong rifling and some light fouling in
the grooves. Built on a Mosin-Nagant action made by SAKO in 1942. The bolt and floor plate are
matched to the receiver. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver worn to near bare gray
with some scuffs and scratches. The hardwood 2 piece stock and handguard are in very good
condition with some larger dings and scratches. Very nice Sako cartouche on the right side of the
butt. The action works fine. Includes a bayonet with a scabbard and the cleaning rod. C&R.

R. 135.

Remington Model 660. Serial # 6251353. .350 Rem. Mag. caliber bolt action rifle with a 20”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Dog leg bolt handle. This appears to be a transitional model which
has the features of a Model 600 Magnum (no rib) but is marked 660. The rifle was made in 1969.
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition showing muzzle wear along with some dings
and scratches. The receiver finish is very good to excellent showing edge wear, mostly at the rear,
with some light scratches. Original sights. The checkered walnut/beech laminated stock is in very
good to excellent condition showing only a few minor marks. Original black rubber recoil pad. The
black plastic trigger guard is not warped. Action works fine. Made from 1968 to 1971. Includes a
Leupold Vari-X III 1.75-6x32 compact scope in Redfield mounts and a black nylon sling in quick
detach swivels. C&R.

R. 136.

Smith & Wesson Model 10-11. Serial # CEY2449. .38 Spl. caliber double action revolver with a 4”
heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. The -11 was introduced in 1997. This is a K frame revolver with
a 6 shot cylinder and a round butt grip frame. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good
condition with showing light muzzle wear with some scattered fine scratches. The frame and
cylinder are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scratches and a
light cylinder line. The hammer and trigger show faded case color. The black rubber finger groove
grips are in excellent condition showing little sign of wear. Fixed sights. The action works fine.

R. 137.

Ruger Old Model Single Six Convertible. Serial # 20-04733. .22 LR/.22 Magnum caliber dual
cylinder single action revolver with a 6½” barrel. The bore is excellent. This is a 3-screw revolver
that has not been converted to the new transfer bar ignition. Made in 1969. The blued metal finish
on the barrel is in good condition showing holster wear and some light scratches. The cylinder is in
very good to excellent condition showing little wear with a faint drag line and is numbered to the
gun. The frame is in good to very good condition showing little wear with some scratches on the
recoil shield and the trigger guard. The plain walnut grips are in very good condition with some
minor marks from use. Fixed sights. The action works fine. Includes the spare cylinder, which is
also numbered to the gun, with the red felt bag. C&R.
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R. 138.

Persian - Samco Model 98/29 Mauser. Serial # C01690. 8mm Mauser caliber bolt action rifle with
a 29-1/2” barrel. The bore is very good to excellent, clean with strong rifling. Made by Brno in
Czechoslovakia for Persia (Iran) in 1931. 180,000 rifles were ordered, but the contract was cut short
due to the outbreak of WWII. Rifle appears to be all matching. Discreetly import marked. The blued
metal finish on the barrel, receiver and hardware is in very good condition showing little wear with
just a hint of a light haze of surface rust. The receiver bears the mark of Mohammad Reza Shah
Pahlavi, the Shah of Iran from 1925 until 1941. The walnut stock and hand guard are in good to
very good condition showing some dents and dings. There is an “E.S.A/6” stamp in the wrist
indicating that it saw service with the British following WWII. The action works fine. The rifle
appears complete including the cleaning rod. Includes a bayonet and scabbard. C&R.

R. 139.

Smith & Wesson Model 58. Serial # S296803. .41 Rem. Magnum caliber 6 shot double action
revolver with a 4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1967. N-Frame revolver with a pinned
barrel and recessed chambers. Fixed sights. The original blue finish on the barrel is in very good
condition showing just a hint of some light muzzle wear with some fine scratches. The cylinder
shows light edge wear with light scratches and a light drag line. The frame finish is very good
showing some wear at the bottom of the trigger guard and on the rear grip strap. The checkered
walnut grips are in very good condition showing little wear; there is a small repair at the bottom of
the right panel. The trigger and hammer show good case color. The action is tight and works fine.
The hammer has been bobbed. Made from 1964-1977. C&R.

R. 140.

Smith & Wesson Model 25-5. Serial # N804139. .45 Colt caliber 6 shot double action revolver with
a 6” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1980-1981. The original blue finish on the barrel is in
very good to excellent condition showing little sign of wear with some fine scratches. The cylinder
shows little sign of wear with a light drag line. The frame shows some very light edge wear with
some light scratches on the trigger guard. The checkered black rubber Pachmayr finger groove grips
are in excellent condition showing little to no wear. The target trigger and target hammer show good
case color. Red ramp front, white outline rear sights. The action is tight and works fine.

R. 141.

Romarm Cugir– C.A.I. Model WASR 10/63. Serial # 1983NM6048. 7.62x39mm caliber semi auto
rifle with a 16-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. It is a Romanian made AK-47 variant in military
configuration with a scope rail on the left side of the receiver. Detachable magazine NOT included.
The arsenal type matte black parkerized finish on the barrel, receiver, top cover and gas tube is in
good to very good condition with some light scuffs and scratches. The laminated wood butt stock,
forearm, and handguard are in very good condition with a few small marks and some finish wear on
the forearm. Slant brake attached to the threaded muzzle. The action works fine. Includes the
cleaning rod, a bayonet with scabbard and a Russian red dot sight mounted to the side rail.

R. 142.

Japanese Model Arisaka Type 30 Rifle. Serial # 374101. 6.5x50mm caliber bolt action rifle with a
31” barrel. The bore is very good, mostly clean with some light frosting in the grooves. Made at the
Koishikawa Arsenal from approx. 1897 until 1905 when it was replaced by the Type 38 rifle. Hook
safety on left side of bolt. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good condition
showing light wear with some minor dings, scratches and some scattered light freckling. The mum
and receiver markings have not been altered. The plain walnut stock and handguard are in good
military condition with some dings, scrapes and scratches, no major damage or repairs. Original
military sights. The front band and bolt are mis-matched to the receiver. The action works OK.
C&R.

R. 143.

Beretta Model 1201FP. Serial # A14130L. 12 Ga. semi auto riot shotgun with a 20” barrel. The
bore will clean to excellent. The barrel is choked Imp. Cyl. The chamber is 3”. Made in Italy. The
matte black finish on the barrel and extended magazine tube is in good to very good condition
showing some light scugs and scratches. The black finish on the alloy receiver is in good to very
good condition showing some light scuffs. The black synthetic forearm and pistol grip stock are in
good condition showing some scuffs and scratches from use. Black rubber recoil pad. Adjustable
rifle sights. The action works fine. Includes a black nylon sling. Made from 1991-2004.
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R. 144.

Molot Oruzhie Model Vepr-12. Serial # 13-V-7C-4615. Piston-operated semi-automatic AK-47
style 12-gauge shotgun with an 18-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. Large compensator/muzzle
brake attached to the barrel. The chamber is 3”. Detachable 8 round magazine. Adjustable rear
sight. Hinged top cover with an accessory rail. The black finish on the barrel, receiver and top cover
is in very good condition with some light edge wear and light scratches. The black synthetic
forearm/hand guard with accessory rail is in very good condition with some light scuffs and
scratches. The butt stock is a folding type and is in good condition with some light scuffs. The
black synthetic pistol grip is excellent showing little wear. The action functions fine. Includes a
folding foregrip attached to the lower accessory rail.

R. 145.

British-I.O. Model No. 5 Mark 1 “Jungle Carbine”. Serial AA6319. .303 British caliber bolt action
rifle with an 18-½” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Detachable magazine.
Appears to be a real Jungle Carbine made in 1947. The arsenal black stoving finish on the metal is
worn almost completely on the exposed surfaces. The remaining finish shows edge wear and
scratching. The original forearm, butt stock and handguard are in good military condition with
dings, scrapes and scratches; no major damage or repairs. Correct 800 yard rear sight. The bolt
and forearm match the receiver. Import marked. The action works fine. Includes a canvas web
sling dated 1943 and a bayonet with scabbard. C&R.

R. 146.

Russian – K.B.I. Model SKS-45. Serial # RL011318. 7.62x39mm caliber semi auto rifle with a 20”
barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Made at the Tula Arsenal in 1950, generally
noted to be one of the best of the various manufactured SKS’s. The receiver, bolt carrier, trigger
guard, magazine, stock and top cover are numbers matching. The black arsenal finish on the barrel,
receiver and top cover is in very good condition showing some wear and scratches around the front
sight and some minor scuffs on the top cover. The laminated stock and forearm are in very good
condition with some min or marks and scratches. Folding blade bayonet which is a little loose and
will not stow completely. The cleaning rod is present. The action works fine. The cleaning kit is
missing from the butt trap. C&R.

R. 147.

DWM Model P-08 Artillery Luger. Serial # 5941. 9MM caliber semi auto pistol with an 8” barrel.
The bore is good, mostly clean with strong rifling; there is some frosting/fouling in the grooves. The
receiver is dated 1917. Detachable magazine. All visible numbers match except for the sear bar.
The blued metal finish is a complete re-blue, including the straw colored parts. The metal has been
polished and some of the markings are weak. The re-blue shows little to no wear with some
scattered scratches. The checkered walnut grips appear to be newer replacements and are in very
good condition. The magazine is a plastic bottomed replacement with no markings. Ladder type
rear sight, the slide is frozen. The action works, but is a little sluggish. Includes a wood plank
shoulder stock in a leather holster rig that contains a wood handles cleaning rod and a take-down
tool. No extra mags. C&R.

R. 148.

Colt Model New Frontier .22. Serial # G21395. .22 RF/.22 WMR caliber single action revolver
with a 6” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1971. Adjustable sights. The blued metal finish on
the barrel and ejector rod housing shows some light holster wear with some fine scratches. The grip
frame and cylinder are in very good condition showing light edge wear with some light scratches and
a faint drag line on the cylinder. The case colors on the frame are faded with older cleaned light
surface rust. The original black plastic grips are excellent showing little wear. The action works fine
Includes the extra cylinder in its original box and a leather holster rig. C&R.

R. 149.

Winchester Model 94 Trapper Carbine. Serial # 4937015. .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle
with a 16” barrel. The bore is excellent. Full length tubular magazine. Made in 1981. No cross-bolt
safety. Saddle ring attached to the receiver. The original blued metal finish on the barrel and
magazine tube is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some fine scratches.
The finish on the receiver is very good to excellent as well showing little wear with only a few light
scuffs. The plain walnut stock and forearm are in very good condition showing some min or marks
and scratches with some light finish wear. The rear sight has been removed and the slot filled with a
blank. A Williams receiver mounted peep sight has been added. Plastic butt plate. The action
works fine. Includes a black nylon web sling in quick detach swivels.
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150.

Harrington & Richardson Model Premier. Serial # 091372. .32 S&W caliber double action
revolver with a 3” barrel. The bore is fair, mostly clean with moderate pitting. 5 shot cylinder. Auto
ejecting. This is a Third Variation made from 1897 to 1898. The original nickel finish on the barrel
and cylinder is in good condition showing wear with spotty surface rust and scratching. The nickel
finish on the frame is good to very good showing little wear with scratching and some tiny spots of
surface rust. The original checkered black plastic grips are in good condition showing wear at the
bottom, no cracks or chips. The hammer and trigger show remnant case color with light surface
rust. The action works OK, but the cylinder latch spring is a bit weak.

R. 151.

Mossberg Model 352. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber semi auto rifle with an 18” barrel. The bore is
excellent. Detachable magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in good to very
good condition showing light muzzle and light edge wear with some light scratches. The plain
walnut stock with a black plastic folding forearm is in very good condition with some min or marks
and scratches from use. Original front sight, the rear sight and rear aperture sight are missing.
Grooved receiver. Plastic trigger guard is not warped. Side mounted sling swivels. The action works
OK. Includes a BSA3-7x20 scope mounted to the top rail. Made from 1957 to 1959. C&R.

R. 152.

Savage Arms Model Mark II. Serial # 393413. .22 RF caliber bolt action rifle with a 21” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Detachable magazine. Made in Canada. The blued metal finish on the barrel
and receiver is in excellent condition showing little to no wear with some fine scratches. The
checkered hardwood stock is in excellent condition showing little sign of use. Original sights. The
action works fine. Includes a BSA laser sight mounted to the top rail.

R. 153.

Remington Model 700 ADL Synthetic. Serial # E6465626. .30-06 caliber bolt action rifle with a
22” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 2004. The original matte black finish on the barrel and
receiver is in excellent condition showing little wear with only a few minor scuffs on the barrel. The
checkered black fiberglass reinforced synthetic stock is in excellent condition showing little to no
wear. Black rubber recoil pad. Blind magazine. Original sights. The action works fine. Includes a
Bushnell Buckhorn 3-9x40 scope in see-through rings and a leather sling in quick-detach swivels.
Made from 1996 to 2005.

R. 154.

Ithaca SKB Model 300. Serial # S71002887. 12 Ga semi auto shotgun with a 28” ventilated rib
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Modified. The chamber is 2-3/4”. Made by SKB
for Ithaca in Japan. The blued metal finish on the barrel is good condition, it has turned a plum
color and shows light muzzle wear, light edge wear along the rib and some scuffs and scratches. The
black finish on the alloy frame is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some
fine scratches. The gloss finished checkered hardwood forearm and matching checkered butt stock
are in good to very good showing small marks and scratches from use. The original plastic butt
plate is very good. The action works fine. Made from 1968-1972.

R. 155.

Raven Arms Model MP-25. Serial # 1782396. .25 ACP caliber semi auto striker fired pistol with a
2½” barrel. The bore is excellent. This is a subcompact semi auto pistol made with a die-cast frame
and slide. 6 shot detachable magazine. The nickel finish on the steel slide is in fair to good
condition, it has dulled with some dings and scratches. The nickel finish on the alloy frame I sin
good condition, it has dulled somewhat with some light scratches. The plain walnut grips are in very
good condition with some minor marks. The action works fine. Over 2 million of these small guns
were manufactured before it was discontinued in 1992. Includes the original box with the
instructions.

R. 156.

Davis Industries Model P-380. Serial # AP069164. .380 ACP caliber semi auto pistol with a 2¾”
barrel. The bore is excellent. 5 round detachable magazine. The bright chrome finish on the steel
slide and alloy frame is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some light scuffs
and fine scratches. The black plastic grips are very good to excellent as well showing some minor
scuffs. The action works fine. Includes the original box with a spare magazine and the instructions.
Manufactured 1989 to 2001.
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R. 157.

Harrington & Richardson Model 929 Side Kick. Serial # W859. .22 RF caliber double action
revolver with a 6” slab sided barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1960. 9 shot swing out cylinder.
The original blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing light edge wear with
some light scratches. The blued finish on the frame and cylinder is in very good to excellent
condition showing little wear with no evidence of a cylinder line. The plain walnut grips are in very
good to excellent condition showing little wear. The action works fine. First Model made from 1956
to 1973. Includes the original box and the instructions. C&R.

R. 158a. First of a lot of 3: Western Auto Model 120. Serial # 72223359. .22 RF semi auto rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore is poor, it is plugged with rust. Made by Marlin for Western Auto, it is similar to
the Model 60. The blued finish on the barrel is poor showing heavy rust. The black fin ish on the
alloy receiver is fair showing heavy wear. The checkered hardwood stock is in poor condition
showing cracks in the wrist, heavy tape residue on the fore end and general dirt and wear. The
action works, but it is sluggish.
R. 158b. Second of a lot of 3: Savage Arms Model 63M. Serial # NSN. .22 WRM caliber single shot bolt
action rifle with an 18” barrel. The bore will clean to excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel
is very good to excellent showing little wear. The black finish on the grooved alloy receiver is in good
condition showing scratching along the scope rails. The full length Mannlicher style plain hardwood
stock is in good condition with dings and scratches. Original front and rear sights. Original swivels.
Plastic butt plate. The action works fine. Made from 1964 to 1969. C&R.
R. 158c. Third of a lot of 3: Belgian Model Improved New Century. Serial # NSN. .22 RF single shot bolt
action rifle with an 18” barrel. The bore is poor with heavy pitting. The bolt is missing. The finish
on the barrel and receiver is a brown patina with edge wear and scratching along with light surface
rust. The plain walnut stock has some minor cracks and chips around the receiver along with some
dings, scratches and finish wear. There is a nice maker’s cartouche on the left side. Made without a
butt plate. The action does not work due to the missing bolt. C&R.
R. 159.

U.S. Springfield Armory Model 1898 Krag. Serial # 430527. .30-40 Krag caliber barreled action
with a 30” barrel. The bore is fair, somewhat dirty with strong rifling and some light rust near the
muzzle. Made in 1903. The blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in poor condition
showing wear and thinning with moderate to heavy surface rust. The rear sight is missing. The bolt
shows surface rust. The action seems to works OK. C&R.

R. 160.

Zhong Zhou – C.A.I. Model Ultra 87. Serial # U8706343. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 19”
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Cylinder. The chamber is 3”. Made in China.
This gun is very similar to a Remington 870. The matte dark green finish on the barrel and receiver
is in good to very good condition with some scattered light scuffs and scratches. There is a patch of
some sort on the barrel that was finished over. The checkered black synthetic stock and forearm are
in very good condition with some minor scuffs and scratches. Black rubber recoil pad. Sling
Swivels. The action works fine.

R. 161.

Star Model PS. Serial # 1259183. .45 ACP caliber single action semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel.
The bore is excellent. Made in Spain. Detachable 7 round magazine. Basically the same as the
Model P but with a magazine safety (Added in 1957). Made in 1973. The gray arsenal finish on the
slide and frame is in very good condition showing little wear with some light scuffs and scratches.
The trigger and hammer show faded case color. The checkered walnut grips are in good to very good
condition showing light wear. Fixed sights. The action works fine. The Model PS was made from
1957 until 1975.
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R. 162.

Imez – K.B.I. Model IJ70-17HS Makarov. Serial # RU04378. .380 ACP caliber semi auto pistol
with a 3-5/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Russia. 10 round detachable magazine.
Adjustable rear sight. Hammer drop slide mounted safety. The blued metal finish on the steel slide
is in good to very good condition showing light edge wear with some light scratches. The matte gray
finish on the steel frame is in very good condition showing little wear with some fine scratches. The
black plastic grips are in good condition showing some dull spots in the finish. The action works
fine. Includes the original box with a spare magazine, a cleaning rod, the takedown tool and the
instructions.

R. 163.

Ruger Model SR9e. Serial # 337-42410. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto striker fired pistol with a 4
1/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. 17 shot detachable magazine. Made in 2016. The SR9e was an
economy version of the base SR9. 3 dot fixed night sights and a loaded chamber indicator.
Picatinny accessory rail on frame. Ambidextrous safety. The matte gray/black finish on the slide is
in good condition with thinning and some older cleaned light surface rust. The black polymer frame
with integral finely checkered grips is in excellent condition showing little sign of use. The action
works fine. Includes the original box, instructions and a gun lock. Made from 2007 until 2019.

R. 164.

Star Model Super B. Serial # 44686. 9mm Luger caliber semi auto pistol with a 5” barrel. The
bore is excellent. 8 round detachable magazine. Made in Spain. Based on the Colt 1911 design.
Similar to the Model B but with a loaded chamber indicator. The blued finish on the steel slide is in
good condition showing edge wear and scratches. The finish on the steel frame is in good to very
good condition showing edge wear and scratches. The brown plastic checkered grips are in very
good condition showing light wear. Fixed sights. The action works OK. Made from 1934 until 1975.
Includes the box with the instructions, a test target and spare magazine. C&R.

R. 165.

J. Stevens Model Crackshot No. 26. Serial # NSN. .32 RF single shot lever action falling block rifle
with an 18” round barrel. The bore is good to very good, clean with strong rifling with slight
roughness. Fixed sights. The blued metal finish on the barrel shows muzzle wear and edge wear
with thinning and scratching along with some scattered light surface rust. The receiver is a
brownish gray patina with scuffs and scratches. The plain walnut forearm and matching plain butt
stock are in good condition shows some dings and scratches with finish wear, no cracks. The butt
stock is loose. The steel butt plate is a worn brownish patina with some light surface rust. Action
seems to work OK. C&R.

R. 166.

Page-Lewis Arms Co. Model A Target. Serial # 13802. .22 RF caliber single shot boy’s rifle with a
20” round barrel. The bore is good, mostly clean with strong rifling and light roughness. Irwin Page
and George S. Lewis were officers of the J. Stevens Arms Company who left when Savage took over
Stevens. They promptly founded the Page-Lewis Arms Co. in Chicopee, MA in 1921. The company
operated until Page died unexpectedly in 1924. The company was sold to Savage soon after. The
blued metal finish on the barrel is in good condition, it looks like an old cold blue with a blotchy
brown/black patina with wear with dings and fine rust. The finish on the receiver and lever is also a
blotchy brown/black patina. The walnut stock and forearm are in good to very good condition with
some small dings and scratches. The butt stock has fine cracks at the upper and lower tangs with a
wood dowel through the butt and forearm, perhaps to plug a makeshift sling hole Original sights, the
front sight is loose. The Action works OK. C&R.

R. 167.

Winchester Model 94 Trapper. Serial # 4928933. .30-30 Win caliber lever action carbine with a
16” barrel. The bore is excellent. This is an top eject rifle made in 1981, 2 years before the angle
eject was introduced. Full length magazine tube. Saddle ring on the left side of the receiver. The
original blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in excellent condition showing little
wear with a few fine scratches. The black finish on the receiver is in good condition with edge wear
and moderate light rust freckling. The walnut stock and forearm are in excellent condition showing
little wear. Swivel studs added. Original sights. The action works fine. Includes a Redfield
Tracker fixed power scope in a Kwiksite side mount that did not require extra holes.
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R. 168.

Remington Model 870 Wingmaster. Serial # V073400V. 12 Ga. pump action shotgun with a 251/2” ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. 2-3/4” chamber. The barrel is choked Imp. Cyl.
The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some light
scratches. The blued finish on the receiver is in good to very good condition showing just a hint of
some light edge wear with some heavier scratches on the left side and some scattered light freckling.
The checkered gloss finished walnut forearm and matching butt stock are in good condition showing
some scuffs and scratches. Original brown rubber recoil pad. Swivel stud in the butt. The action
works fine.
Includes a spare 30” VR barrel with an excellent bore.

169a. First of a lot of 2: Keystone Model No. 1 Spur Trigger Revolver. Serial # 869. .22 RF caliber
antique spur trigger revolver with a 2-3/8” barrel. The bore is poor with rust visible. The cylinder
pin is broken off at the frame, so the bore could not be inspected. The nickel finish on the barrel,
frame and cylinder is in fair condition, it is worn with dings, scratches and cleaned surface rust.
The plain walnut grips are in good condition with finish wear. The action seems to works OK. C&R.
169b. Second of a lot of 2: Unknown Maker Model Derringer Pistol. Serial # 372. .22 RF caliber single
shot Derringer type pistol with a 2½” swing-out barrel. The bore is poor, rusty with little rifling
visible. The nickel finish on the barrel and frame is in fair condition with heavy wear on the rigt
side and numerous dings and scratches else wear. The plain walnut grips are in fair to good
condition with dings and wear, they are held on with a wood screw. Action seems to work OK.
R. 170.

Meriden Firearms Co. Model 10. Serial # NSN. .22 RF caliber single shot boys’ rifle with a 22”
barrel. The bore is poor with heavy rust. The metal finish of the barrel is a brown patina with wear
and light to moderate surface rust. The receiver finish is a dark gray patina with edge wear and
numerous dings around the action pins. The plain walnut forearm and plank style butt stock are in
fair condition with some dings, scratches and older heavy mildew spots. If there was a butt plate, it
is missing. Original fixed sights. The action does not work properly, the trigger return spring is
broken. Meriden Firearms was owned by Sears and made guns from 1905 to 1918. C&R.

R. 171.

Iver Johnson Model Champion. Serial # 97411. .410 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 26” barrel.
The bore is fair to good, mostly clean with roughness in the first half. The barrel is choked Cylinder.
The metal finish on the barrel and receiver has been cleaned to bare metal with remnant surface
rust. The plain walnut forearm butt stock are in good condition with marks from use and finish
wear. The original plastic butt plate has a chip missing with a corresponding crack at the top. The
action works OK. C&R.

R. 172.

Savage Model Stevens 940E. Serial # NSN. 20 Ga single shot shotgun with a 26” barrel. The bore
is excellent. The barrel is choked Modified and the chamber is 3”. The blued metal finish on the
barrel is in fair to good condition showing light to moderate patches of cleaned surface rust that
have left a blotchy appearance. The black finish on the alloy receiver is good to very good showing
light edge wear and light scratches. The plain hardwood forearm and butt stock are in good to very
good condition with some minor dings and scratches. Red rubber recoil pad. Side opening lever.
The action works fine. Made from 1961-1970. C&R.

R. 173.

Yugoslavian – K.B.I. Model 59/66 SKS. Serial # C-723660. 7.62x39mm caliber semi-auto rifle
with a 20” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. Equipped with a grenade
launcher, night sights, and a folding bayonet. The rifle is all matching and appears to be un-issued
and not fired. The black arsenal finish on the barrel, receiver and top cover is in excellent condition
showing no wear with a few light scratches. The blond hardwood stock and handguard are in
excellent military condition showing no use. Includes the original 10 round fixed magazine. The
action functions fine. Includes a hard case with an oiler in a leather pouch, a leather ammunition
pouch and a canvas web sling, all in un-issued condition as well as a box with several stripper clips.
C&R.
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R. 174.

Taurus-C.A.I. Model 82. Serial # PG418581. .38 Spl. caliber double action revolver with a 4”
barrel. The bore is excellent. This is an ex-police 6 shot revolver with a square butt grip frame and a
lanyard loop. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in fair condition showing holster wear with
numerous scratches. The frame and cylinder are in fair to good condition showing edge wear with
numerous scratches. There is a round spot where police markings were milled off on the right side
of the frame. The checkered walnut service grips are in fair condition showing dings and marks from
use. Fixed sights. The action works fine. Includes a leather holster.

R. 175.

Yugoslavian – PW Arms Model M57 Tokarev. Serial # 34961. 7.62x25mm Tokarev caliber semiauto pistol with a 4-½” barrel. The bore is excellent, clean with strong rifling. This is a Yugoslavian
copy of the Soviet TT-33 Tokarev pistol. A safety has been added in order for these to be imported
into the US. Detachable magazine with lanyard loop. The blue finish on the slide and frame is in
very good to excellent condition with only very slight wear and light scratching. The black plastic
grips are in very good condition with minimal wear. The action works, but is sluggish. The slide
moves into battery slowly, most likely from heavy cosmoline, but the main spring may need replaced
as well. Includes a leather holster with a cleaning rod and a spare magazine. C&R.

176.

Imman Meffert Model Cape Gun. Serial # NSN. 11mm/16 Ga. double barreled hammer fired
rifle/shotgun combination gun with 27-1/2” Damascus barrels. The shotgun bore is smooth and is
choked Imp. Cyl. The bore is fair with light to moderate pitting. The rifle caliber may be 11x60R
Mauser, but should be checked. The rifle bore is good, mostly clean with strong rifling with some
light pitting. Made in Germany. Lefaucheaux type under-lever action. The barrel rib is marked
“Imman Meffert in Suhl.” Imman Meffert was a German gunmaker who began making guns in Suhl
in 1839 and continued through 4 generations until the outbreak of WWII when they were forced to
shut down. The gun bears German proof marks indicating it was made prior to 1891. The metal
finish on the Damascus barrels is a brown patina with Damascus pattern showing with some dings,
scratches and patches of surface rust. The finely engraved side plates, receiver and upper tang are a
gray patina. The engraving is sharp and depict game animals. The checkered walnut forearm is in
fair condition and shows some light marks and finish wear from use with some slivers of wood
missing. The checkered walnut butt stock with a cheek rest is in fair to good condition with dings,
scratches and finish wear from use. There is a repair to the tip of the raised comb. The opening
lever is bone or horn and is in good condition with some minor chips. The engraved steel trigger
guard has an ornate bone or horn grip. The steel butt plate is rusty. European style sling swivels.
Fixed front and rear sights. The action is tight and hammers work fine.

R. 177.

Meriden Firearms Co. Model Single shot. Serial # 898. 12 Ga. single shot shotgun with a 29”
barrel. The bore is fair, mostly clean with some light pitting. The barrel is choked Modified. The
finish on the barrel is a thin gray patina with some areas cleaned to bare metal with remnant
surface rust. The finish on the receiver is a gray patina with edge wear, scratching and scattered
spots of older cleaned surface rust. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in poot condition
with dings, scratches, finish wear with chunks of wood missing from both. The action does not work
properly. C&R.

R. 178.

Marlin Glenfield Model 30. Serial # AC27587. .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with a 20”
barrel. The bore is excellent. Economy model of the Marlin 336. Half-length magazine tube. Made
in 1967. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in very good to excellent
condition showing little wear with some fine scratches. The blued finish on the receiver and lever is
in very good to excellent condition as well showing little wear with some fine scratches and just a
hint of some fine freckling on the lever. The plain hardwood forearm is in very good condition
showing some minor scuffs from use. The matching hardwood butt stock is in good condition
showing numerous scuffs and scratches with finish wear, mostly on the left side. Original front and
rear sights. The action works fine. Includes a Glenfield 4x32 scope and a hammer thumb
extension. C&R.
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R. 179.

Savage Arms Model Springfield 944. Serial # P368121. 20 Ga single shot shotgun with a 28”
barrel. The bore is excellent. The barrel is choked Full and the chamber is 3”. The blued metal
finish on the barrel is in very good condition showing little wear with some light scratches and some
scattered light surface rust. The black finish on the alloy receiver is very good showing light edge
wear and light scratches. The plain hardwood forearm and butt stock are in fair to good condition
showing dings and scratches. Plastic butt plate. Side opening lever. The action works fine. Made
from 1961-1970. C&R.

R. 180.

E. R. Amantino - Stoeger Model Condor I. Serial # 100087-01. 12 Ga over/under shotgun with
28” ventilated rib barrels. The bores are excellent. The barrels accept screw in choke tubes,
Modified and Imp. Mod. Tubes are installed. The chambers are 3”. Made in Brazil. Single trigger
with extractors only. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in very good condition with some nasty
scratches on the bottom barrel. The blued finish on the lightly engraved receiver is very good to
excellent showing little wear with some fine scratches. The checkered hardwood stock and forearm
are in very good to excellent condition with just a few small dings on the right side of the butt. Black
rubber recoil pad with an LOP of 14-1/4”. The action works fine. Includes the box and instructions.

R. 181.

Thompson-Center Arms Model Contender Carbine. Serial # 342410. .357 Magnum caliber single
shot rifle with a 21” Custom Shop barrel. The bore is excellent. The matte blue finish on the barrel
is in good to very good condition showing little wear with a few fine scratches some scattered spots of
light surface rust. The engraved receiver is in good condition with edge wear and scratches. The
plain hardwood thumbhole stock and forearm are in good to very good condition with some dings
and scratches. Thin black rubber recoil pad. The forearm is a b it loose even though the screws are
tight. The barrel was made without sights. The action works fine. Includes a Charles Daly 6x fixed
power scope in weaver rings as well as a thumb extension on the hammer.

R. 182.

Interarms - Astra Model A-80. Serial # J9813. .45 ACP caliber semi auto double action pistol with
a 3-3/4” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Spain. 9 round detachable magazine. Frame
mounted de-cocker. The matte chromed steel finish on the steel slide is polished on the sides and is
in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The matte chromed steel frame is also
polished on the sides and shows little wear with some fine scratches. The checkered black plastic
grips are in good to very good condition with slight wear and a crack in the right panel. Adjustable
rear sight. Action works fine. Imported from 1982 until 1989.

R. 183.

Sig Arms - Hammerli Model SP20 Match Pistol. Serial # 00028. .22 RF caliber semi-auto match
pistol with a 4-1/2” barrel. The bore is excellent. World class competition match pistol made in
Switzerland. 6 round detachable magazine. Adjustable match trigger. The gold anodized finish on
the barrel housing is excellent showing little wear. The black finish on the frame and action are
excellent as well. The custom plastic target grip has been modified for fit. The action functions fine.
Includes an Sig Sauer Romeo 3 red dot sight.

R. 184.

East German – C.A.I. Model SSG 82. Serial # 0788. 5.45x39 caliber bolt action rifle with a 231/2” hammer forged barrel. The bore is very good to excellent. Detachable magazine. Details on
these rifles are scarce, but it is generally accepted that there were about 2000 produced with 600
being imported into the US around the year 2000. It is speculated that they were made by Ernst
Thallman for a government requirement for a “sharp shooter” rifle. The sharp shooter role has not
been determined, but again, it is generally accepted that it was not for a military sniper role. The
blued metal finish on the barrel and receiver is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear
with some fine scratches. The hardwood target stock with stippled gripping surfaces is fairly crude
in construction, but is in very good condition with some dings and scratches. Black rubber recoil
pad. Made without sights. The action works fine. Includes a Zeiss Jena 4x32 scope that is
numbered to the rifle and 3 spare magazines.
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R. 185.

Czech Model VZ-24 Custom Mauser. Serial # 8184S1. .219 Donaldson Wasp caliber bolt action
rifle with a 24-1/2” heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. Custom rifle built on a WWII era Mauser
action. The rifle features a heavy barrel, a polished bolt with the handle turned down and a modern
safety added and a custom target stock. The caliber is not marked on the barrel, so it should be
verified before firing. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good condition to excellent
condition showing little wear with some fine scratches. The receiver retains its military markings, it
has been re-blued and shows some remnant marks and some small patches of finish loss. The floor
plate and trigger guard have been re-blued show little wear with some fine scratches. The nicely
figured custom walnut stock with a contrasting nose piece and pistol grip cap has a wide, flat fore
end and a large raised cheek piece. It is in good to very good condition with some dings and
scratches. Black rubber recoil pad. Made without sights, the barrel is drilled and tapped for a rear
sight or a scope block. The action works fine. Includes a Leupold Vari-X III 4.5-14x40 Long Range
scope and a folding bipod. C&R.

R. 186.

Winchester Model 70 Classic Featherweight All Terrain. Serial # G2099423. .30-06 caliber bolt
action rifle with a 24” barrel. The bore is excellent. This rifle features all stainless steel
construction, a push feed bolt, the BOSS muzzle brake attachment, and a black synthetic stock.
The satin finish on the stainless steel barrel is in very good condition with scattered scratches and
small scuffs. The receiver finish is excellent. The floor plate has some light scuffing. The checkered
black synthetic stock is in very good to excellent condition with some light scuffs and scratches.
Black rubber Winchester recoil pad. The action works fine. Includes a silver toned Simmons
Whitetail Classic 3.5-10x40 scope in Burris mounts.

R. 187.

Savage Arms Model 11. Serial #G017012. .308 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 22” barrel. The
bore is excellent. Made without sights. Blind magazine. The blued metal finish on the barrel is very
good to showing little wear with some light scuffs. The receiver finish is very good to excellent
showing little wear with some fine scratches. The checkered black synthetic stock is in very good
condition showing some light scuffs. Black rubber recoil pad. The action functions fine. Includes a
Simmons 8-Point 3-9x40 scope and the warranty card.

R. 188.

Savage Arms Model 116. Serial # F265369. 7mm Rem. Mag. caliber bolt action rifle with a 22”
barrel with an integral muzzle brake. The bore is excellent. Made without sights. Blind magazine.
The stainless finish on the barrel is very good to showing little wear with some light scratches. The
receiver finish is very good to excellent as well showing little wear with some fine scuffs. The gray
laminated wood stock is in good condition showing numerous dings and scratches with some more
significant scrapes on the butt. Black rubber recoil pad. The action functions fine. Includes a silver
toned Burris Signature 2-8x32 scope in Savage rings and a green nylon web sling.

189.

Thompson Center Model Hawken Rifle. Serial # K77522. .50 caliber flintlock black powder rifle
with a 29” octagon barrel. The bore is very good, clean with strong rifling, no rust visible. Made
from a kit. Double set triggers. The barrel finish is a thin grayish brown and is in in good condition
showing edge wear and scratches with some scattered spots of light surface rust. The lock plate and
hammer show good case colors. The half-length walnut stock is in good condition with some light
dings and scratches and finish wear. The brass butt plate, trigger guard, patch box, ferrules, and
nose cap are dull with some tarnish, but should clean up OK. Original sights. The action works
fine. Includes the wood ramrod.

190.

F. LliPietta – Navy Arms Model Hammer Double. Serial # 7060. 12 Ga. black powder percussion
fired double barrel SxS shotgun with 28” barrels. The bores are very good, clean with no rust. Made
in Italy. The blued metal finish on the barrels is in very good condition showing little wear with
some moderate surface rust at the muzzle and some scattered light scratches. The case hardened
breech block shows faded case colors with light surface rust. The engraved lock plates and
hammers are in the white and are in good to very good condition with some very light surface rust.
The checkered walnut half stock is in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. The blued
butt plate shows fine scratches. The action works fine. Includes the ramrod.
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R. 191.

Smith & Wesson Model 629-2. Serial # BBJ5613. .44 Magnum caliber double action revolver with
a 6” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1988. This is an all stainless steel constructed 6 shot N
Frame revolver with an un-fluted cylinder. The stainless steel finish on the barrel is in very good
condition with some fine scuffs and scratches. The cylinder shows some fine scratches and a light
cylinder line. The stainless steel finish on the frame is in very good to excellent condition showing
little wear with some fine scratches. The stippled black rubber finger groove grips are in very good to
excellent condition showing little wear. White outline adjustable rear sight. The action is tight and
works fine. Includes 3 Speed Loaders.

R. 192.

J. Stevens Arms Model Tip-Up No. 41. Serial # 7585. .22 RF caliber single shot tip up pistol with
a 3½” part round/part octagon barrel. The bore is poor, rusted with no rifling visible. The finish on
the barrel is a bare grey metal that has been aggressively cleaned and shows remnant pitting. There
is some remnant nickel finish on the frame, but the right side is like the barrel, aggressively cleaned
to bare metal with pitting. The plain grips are in good condition with some minor dings and finish
wear. The barrel release button has been replaced with a larger button. The action works OK.
Made from c. 1903 to 1916. C&R.

R. 193.

Herter’s Model Western Derringer. Serial # 25549. .22 RF caliber over/under derringer with 3”
steel sleeved barrels. The bores are excellent. The chrome finish on the barrels is very good showing
some light scratching. The chrome finish on the alloy frame is very good to excellent showing little
wear with some fine scratches. The black plastic checkered grip panels are in excellent condition
with no wear. The action is tight and works OK. Includes a metal tin can for storage.

R. 194.

Winchester Model 1300. Serial #L2609106. 12-gauge pump shotgun with a 28” ventilated rib
barrel. The bore excellent. The barrel accepts screw-in Winchoke tubes, a Modified tube is installed.
The blued metal finish on the barrel is excellent showing little sign of use. The black finish on the
alloy receiver is very good to excellent showing little wear with some minor blemished and one nasty
ding on the right side. The checkered walnut stock and forearm are in very good to excellent
condition showing little wear with some minor scuffs and scratches. Original black rubber recoil pad
with an LoP of 13-3/4”. The action works fine. Includes 2 extra choke tubes.

R. 195.

Mossberg Model 835 Ulti-Mag. Serial # UM344179. 12 Ga pump action shotgun with a 24” ported
ventilated rib barrel. The bore has heavy fouling that needs a good chemical cleaning, but should
clean to very good +. The barrel accepts screw-in Accu-Chokes, a Bansner’s Full compensated
turkey choke tube is installed. The chamber is 3-1/2”. The factory camo finish on the barrel,
receiver and magazine tube is in very good condition with some light scuffs and scratches. The camo
synthetic forearm and matching butt stock are in very good condition as well with some light
scuffing from the sling rubbing. Factory recoil pad. Top of receiver drilled and tapped for scope
mounting. Fiber optic front and rear sights. The action functions fine. Includes a camo nylon web
sling with swivels.

R. 196.

Smith & Wesson Model 29-2. Serial # N343742. .44 Rem. Magnum caliber 6 shot double action
revolver with a 8-3/8” barrel. The bore is excellent. Made c. 1976. N-Frame revolver with a pinned
barrel and recessed chambers. The original blue finish on the barrel is in very good to excellent
condition showing just a hint of some light muzzle wear with some fine scratches. The cylinder
shows little wear with a very light drag line. The frame finish is excellent and shows little wear. The
checkered cocobolo S&W target grips are in fair to good condition, the left panel shows finish wear
out of proportion to the right panel and the rest of the gun. The target trigger and target hammer
show good case color. Red ramp front sight with white outline adjustable rear sight. The action is
tight and works fine. Includes a Bianchi X15 extra large leather holster.

R. 197.

Winchester Model 94 Centennial Rifle. Serial # 29534. .30-30 Win. caliber lever action rifle with
a 26” octagon barrel and a full length magazine tube. The bore is excellent. This commemorative
rifle features a gold toned receiver with a saddle ring and was issued in 1966 for the 100th
anniversary of Winchester. The blued metal finish on the barrel and magazine tube is in excellent
condition showing little wear with some fine scratches. The gold toned receiver is in good condition
with scratches and discoloration from cleaning chemicals. The plain hardwood stock and forearm
are in excellent condition showing little wear. The action works fine. C&R.
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R. 198.

Winchester Model 70 Varmint. Serial # 371058. .243 Win. caliber bolt action rifle with a 26”
heavy barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in 1956. The satin blued metal finish on the barrel is in
very good to excellent condition showing little wear with some light blemished and scratches. A
barrel tensioner has been added. The matte black receiver finish is very good showing light edge
wear and some light scuffs. The floorplate and trigger guard have been blued and shows patches of
olde cleaned surface rust. The checkered walnut stock has had a few modifications, the barrel
tensioner required a relief cut in the barrel channel and amounting hole on the underside. There is
an additional hole on the forearm. The cheek piece on the butt stock has been shaved down.
Overall, it is in good condition showing some minor marks and finish wear. Original sling swivels
and checkered steel butt plate. The bolt is numbered to the receiver. The action works fine.
Includes a Unertl Ultra Varmint 15x externally adjusted scope with the programable parallax head.
The Varmint variation was made from 1956 until 1963. C&R.

R. 199.

Thompson-Center Model Encore. Serial # 6721. 7mm-08 caliber single shot pistol with a 16-1/2”
compensated barrel. The bore is excellent. The blued metal finish on the barrel is in very good
condition showing little wear with a few scratches. The blued steel finish on the receiver is in very
good to excellent condition showing little wear with some light scratches. The plain walnut forearm
and finger groove grip are in very good to excellent condition showing only a few minor marks. The
action functions fine. Includes a Thompson Center 2.5-7x handgun scope on a Leupold mount and
a custom made wood transit case with the instructions.

R. 200.

Taurus Model 454 Raging Bull. Serial # RK702577. .454 Casull caliber double action revolver
with a 6-1/2” ported ventilated rib barrel. The bore is excellent. Made in Brazil. This is a heavy
duty stainless steel revolver with a 5 shot cylinder and dual cylinder latches. The brushed stainless
steel finish on the barrel, frame and cylinder is in very good to excellent condition showing some
light scuffs and scratches with a very light drag line on the cylinder. The original black rubber
stippled grips are in very good to excellent condition showing little wear. Adjustable rear sight. The
action works fine. Includes a Tasco Pro Point red dot scope mounted to a no-drill scope rail clamped
to the barrel and a soft case with the instructions.

Gun Registration Information
All guns with an “R” before the number must be registered. Licensed dealers must have a current copy of
their FFL signed in ink in our files. No modern long guns sold to anyone under the age of 18, nor modern
hand guns to anyone under 21. No hand guns sold to out of state residents who are not dealers. Residents
of states requiring a purchase permit to buy long guns (I.E. New Jersey, etc.) must furnish this permit.
Persons of Curio & Relic License (except New Jersey) may only purchase firearms listed as such by the
B.A.T.F. and must provide a signed copy of that license. The purchaser pays any and all registration fees.
Your interpretation of “excellent”, “very good”, “good”, etc. may be very different than ours, when it comes to
the description of the guns. You are the final judge of condition before you buy. Please examine any item
you are interested in very carefully and decide, before you bid, if it is as you expected. Always have a
gunsmith check a gun you purchased for possible defects. We do not warrant any gun to be in firing
condition. If you see any glaring mistakes in the catalog description of the guns, please inform us of the
error prior to the start of the sale. This will allow us to let other buyers know of the correction before any
items are sold.
Federal law requires any firearm, made after 1898, to be registered. Even though the gun looks like an
antique, we need proof it was made before 1898 before we can give it to you without registration. Since
documentation of guns made by many obscure manufacturers is difficult and time consuming, we may,
sometimes, incorrectly register a gun that may be an antique. We regret this error but in the case of a
Federally licensed dealer, it’s better safe than sorry.
Thanks for your consideration and enjoy the auction!
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ACCESSORIES
Authenticity of any the following collectibles and ammunition is unverified. They are believed to be correct but please be sure you are
satisfied before you bid.
Caveat Emptor!

300. (8lb. Can) WC-872 slow burning smokeless ball powder for the .50 BMG.
301. (300) .50 BMG AP Incendiary bullets
302. Military ammo can containing (200) .50 BMG Spotter Tracer bullets- marks
impact with a bright flash and/or gives off white smoke.
303. (Bag of 500) Primed 7.62x39mm brass.
304. (8lb. Can) WC-872 slow burning smokeless ball powder for the .50 BMG.
305. (Bag of 1000) .223 Tracer bullets that have been collet pulled- no marks.
306. Military ammo can containing (110) fired .50 BMG brass.
307. (300 Rounds) Serbian 7.62x25mm Tokarev 85gr. fmj ammunition.
308. (Bag of 700) Primed 7.62x39mm brass.
309. (8lb. Can) WC-872 slow burning smokeless ball powder for the .50 BMG.
310. (200 Rounds) PMC .38 Special +P 150gr. jacketed hp ammunition.
311. Military ammo can containing (100 rounds) linked .50 BMG AP Incendiary
and Tracer cartridges.
312. (Bag of 1000) .223 Tracer bullets that have been collet pulled- no marks.
313. (200 Rounds) Loose .30-06 Tracer cartridges.
314. (Bag of 500) Primed 7.62x39mm brass.
315. (8lb. Can) WC-872 slow burning smokeless ball powder for the .50 BMG.
316. Military ammo can containing (250 rounds) liked .30-06 ammunition in
sequence of Ball – AP – Ball – AP – Tracer cartridges.
317. (200 Rounds) PMC .38 Special +P 125gr. jacketed hp ammunition.
318. (Bag of 1000) .223 Tracer bullets that have been collet pulled- no marks.
319. (8lb. Can) WC-872 slow burning smokeless ball powder for the .50 BMG.
320. Military ammo can containing (1080 rounds) .30 M1 Carbine ball ammunition
in 10 round clips with bandoleers.
321. (135 Rounds) PMC .38 Special +P 125gr. jacketed hp ammunition.
322. (750+) Machine gun links for .50 BMG cartridges.
323. (120 Rounds) Japanese 7.7 Jap ammunition in four type 92 machine gun
ammo strips.
324. (80) Assorted .50 BMG bullets in mostly AP Incendiary and Ball, lot includes
one Spotter Tracer.
325. (50 Rounds) WWII era .30-06 ball ammunition including a bag of 245 8x57
stripper clips and an empty military ammo crate. (175 clips are clean, 70 are
rusted)
326. Military ammo can containing (100 rounds) linked .50 BMG AP Incendiary
and Tracer cartridges.
327. (210 Rounds) Assorted .45 Auto ammunition including a (bag of 280) assorted
loose .224” bullets.
328. (1400 Rounds) Turkish 8x57 Mauser ammunition in 5 round clips with
bandoleers in a wooden military ammo crate.
329. (40 Rounds) Browning BXR 6.5 Creedmor 129gr. rapid expansion
ammunition.
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330. (7) Vintage rifle scopes – Weaver K10 60-B, Weaver Marksman 3-9x, Tasco 39x40, Valor 4x32, Weaver Marksman 4x, Weaver KV, and a Bushnell
Sportview 3-9x32.
331. (40 Rounds) Barnes Vor-tx 6.5 Creedmor 120gr. TTSX ballistic tip
ammunition. One box is unopened.
332. (2) Reloading die sets – RCBS die set for a .221 Remington Fire Ball including
a Redding deluxe die set for a 300/221 Remington. RCBS set is unopened.
333. (40 Rounds) Norma 6.5 Creedmor 156gr. Large Game ammunition. One box is
unopened.
334. (8) Vintage rifle scopes – Bushnell Banner 6x32, Weaver G6 with a mound for
a Winchester 43, Weaver G4, Weaver B4, Weaver B6, Pan-Tech Jr, Bushnell
Sportview 4x32, and a Bushnell Banner 3-9x.
335. (40 Rounds) Hornady Varmint Express 6.5 Creedmor 95gr. V-Max
ammunition.
336. (600 Rounds) CCI and Blazer .22 long rifle 40gr. ammunition.
337. (3) Vintage rifle scopes with their original boxes- Mossberg No. 8A 2.5x
telescope sight with mounts, Monoscope no. 4420 4x32, and a Bushnell 1.3x
Phantom handgun scope.
338. (40 Rounds) Winchester 6.5 Creedmor 125gr. Target open-tip range and Deer
Season XP ammunition.
339. (150 Rounds) PPU 7.63 Mauser 85gr. fmj ammunition.
340. (600 Rounds) American Eagle, CCI, and Winchester .22 long rifle ammunition.
341. (74 Rounds) Remington and Hornady .308 Winchester ammunition- 40
rounds 150gr. core-lokt psp including 34 rounds of Reduced Recoil 125gr.
SST.
342. Assorted ammunition – (40 rounds) Winchester Supe-X .22-250 Rem. 55gr.
jsp, (20 rounds) Serbian 8mm Mauser 196gr. sp, and (50 rounds) AE .40
S&W 180gr. fmj.
343. Hard sided long gun case measuring 52” in length. Does have a small crack to
a corner.
344. Three boxes of fired bass in .30-30 Win, .357 Mag, and .44 Rem. Mag.
345. Contemporary Native American longbow including a Browning model Safari
right handed compound bow- serial number S1B 0733. Spots of finish loss to
the grip, missing a washer for the bolt holding on a limb, used condition. Lot
also includes two quivers and 16 wooden arrows.
346. Otis universal gun cleaning kit (like new), Galco rh holster for modern large
frame autos, and recoil springs for a 1911 Colt Commander .45 ACP.
347. Golden Eagle model Carbine Hawk right handed compound bow – 38” from
limb to limb, good clean condition. Lot includes a large grouping of Easton
and other arrows, quiver, stabilizer, sight, release, Turkey target face, and a
hard sided bow case.
348. (3 Boxes) Vintage Peters High Velocity .410ga. 3” smokeless shotgun shells.
349. Good assortment of vintage Lyman choke tubes, Poly-Chokes, adapters, and
various choke tube wrenches.
350. (18 Boxes) Vintage 22 cal. ammunition in both long rifle and short- 14 boxes
are full, 4 boxes partial.
351. Bullet molds, supplies, and reloading dies – Lee .45 Long Colt 255gr. mold in
its original box, Lee .452 225gr. mold, grouping of four Lyman handles, and
Lyman .300 Savage dies.
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352. Ammunition and sporting goods – 7 boxes of Winchester and Brenneke 12ga.
2 ¾” sabot slugs, Selsi 7x35 binoculars, Allen cartridge belt, cutlery knife,
throwing knives, glasses case, and wallet. (Boxes contain mostly Brenneke
slugs)
353. Assorted gun parts – (3) Mossberg 12ga. choke tubes, wrench, Ruger 10/22
10 shot rifle magazine, Marlin MAR-917 .17/.22 rim trigger, Arisaka dust
cover, and a Safariland .38 Special speedloader. Accu-Mag chokes in XtraFull, Mod-2 & BB steel, and Full-2 & BB steel.
354. (7 Boxes) Assorted .410ga. ammunition – three boxes of Winchester 2 ½” and
3” 6 shot, Estate 2 ½” 8 shot, Federal 2 ½” 000 buck, and two boxes of
Gamebore 2 ½” traditional hunting.
355. Ammunition, gun cleaning supplies, and 30 modern handgun magazines- full
box of Steyr 8x56mm Mannlicher rimmed, mostly full box of assorted .38
Special, 2oz. oil can, and a Winchester .17 cal. rifle cleaning kit.
356. (2) Knives – WW2 Imperial MK1 fighting knife including a modern Jaguar
fixed blade sheath knife with a serrated back and gut hook.
357. (2) WWII 105mm M14 artillery shell casings dated 1944 and 1945.
358. (100 Rounds) PPU .25-06 Remington 90gr. hp ammunition.
359. Safariland authentic civil war reproduction cartridge pouch including a
collection of bullets, blanks and cartridges in .30-06, .30 Carbine, 5.56mm,
.44 Mag, and others.
360. Shotgun ammunition in mostly 12ga. including eleven empty boxes- (6) Full
boxes of both 12ga. and 16ga. shells, (4) mostly full and partials. Each box
contains mixed shotgun shells. Lot does include a wooden National Powder
Co. shipping crate.
361. Vintage PA hunting and fishing licenses including a PA State Forest Boundary
tin marker- (13) hunting licenses 1951-1961, (5) fishing licenses from 1951 –
1959, and Ohio hunting tags in the 1950’s.
362. (20) Vintage Victor leg traps – (8) no.1 long spring traps, (6) no. 1 ½ double
coil spring traps, and (6) more long spring traps.
363. Large grouping of assorted scope rings, bases, lens caps, and a rear sight for
Winchester and Marlin lever actions.
364. Various sporting goods – Lynch’s World Champion box style turkey call,
vintage J.C. Higgins gun cleaning kit (partial), 5pc. Girl Scout and 3pc. tin
camping sets, and two trolling minnow buckets.
365. X-Vision digital night vision binoculars- model XANB25, up to 6x zoom, new
in its original box.
366. Predation waterfowl electronic mini caller including Rage X-treme 125gr. 2
blade broadheads- both new in in their packages.
367. Good assortment of (11) choke tubes, wrenches, recoil pads, butt plate,
swivels, and Williams short ramps and hammer extensions.
368. Assorted ammunition, fired brass, and empty cartridge boxes- 15 rounds
loaded 7mm Mauser, 3 rounds loaded .264 Win. Mag, 5 full and 1 partial box
of .22 long rifle, 5 rounds of .410ga. 000 buck, full box of .38 Special, and
remaining in empty boxes.
369. Framed limited edition print, “Backwater Pintails” by Gerald Putt. Frame
measures 36” x 21” with some separation to bottom corners.
370. Pair of Swenson Bearpaw snowshoes (29”x13”) including two homemade 3
place hanging gun racks.
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371. Framed limited edition print, “The Hot Spot” by Robert Hautman. Frame
measures 39” x 28”.
372. Leupold VX-2 6-18x40mm matte finish rifle scope- adj. obj, LRV duplex
reticle, good clean condition in its original box. Serial # 381783AD.
373. Pillar Lock hard sided double long gun case including a Primos Gen 3 trigger
stick and a Thompson Center range rod. Gun case is missing two of six clips.
374. Leupold VX-3i 4.5-14x40 matte finish rifle scope- 30mm, side focus Mark
Thompson, good clean condition in its original box. Serial #299984AF, scope
is currently set up for a 30-378 Weatherby.
375. RCBS reloading die set for a 30-378 Weatherby Magnum including (30
rounds) loaded 30-378 Weatherby Magnum psp cartridges and fired brass in
two MTM Case Guard cartridge boxes.
376. Pinty 3-9x40EG matte finish rangefinder reticle rifle scope with flip up lens
caps. Lot includes a two scope rings, extra lens caps, and a tactical flashlight.
377. Reloading supplies – mostly full can of Hodgdon US869 smokeless rifle
powder (weighs 1.06 oz. with can), full or mostly full box of Lightning 22 cal.
55gr. fmj-bt with cannelure bullets, and a box of 16 fired .300 Win. Mag.
brass.
378. Hunting accessories – Altus bluetooth game call speaker, Tactacam hunting
camera, bipods, RealTree EZ-hangers, and others.
379. Barska 15-40x50mm compact spotting scope – includes a tripod, soft case,
and original box. Good clean condition.
380. Assorted ammunition – (40 rounds) Winchester and Remington .30-06
Springfield 180gr. psp, (5 rounds) Remington 12ga. 00 buck, cartridge belt
full of 12ga. shells, empty cartridge belt, and 3 loose 12ga. shells.
381. Plano ammo box containing a DC Engineering 30 round and a fixed 5 round
SKS magazines.
382. WWII German model K98 Mauser bayonet by Clemen & Jung- marked 39 on
the spine, Waffenamt proofs on pommel. Includes a scabbard and leather
frog, numbers on bayonet and scabbard are not matching. Good original
condition.
383. WWII US model M1 helmet – includes its original liner, leather retainer,
shrimp netting cover, and chin strap. Good original condition.
384. US model 1892/98 Krag rifle bayonet dated 1900- includes an original
scabbard and belt hook. Good original condition with light surface rust
mainly to belt hook.
385. WWI model Doughboy helmet with painted Red Keystone bloody bucket (PA
28th Division) insignia on its side. Missing inner liner and strap is broken.
386. WWII German model K98 Mauser bayonet marked cqh on its ricasso and
marked 40 on its spine with Waffenamt proofs on pommel. Includes a
scabbard and leather frog, un matching numbers. Good original condition.
387. WWII US M4 Imperial bayonet for an M1 Carbine- includes an M8A1
scabbard. Good original condition.
388. US model 1911 brown leather flap holster marked Goods Co, 1917 G.W.S.
Good original condition with some wear to the barrel end of holster.
389. WWII US M4 Camillus bayonet for an M1 Carbine- includes an M8 scabbard.
Good original condition.
390. Remington stock components- two butt stocks, three forearms, two butt
plates, and rear stock screws.
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391. WWII German model K98 Mauser bayonet marked cof 44 on its ricasso.
Pommel contains Waffenamt proofs. Includes a scabbard and leather frog,
unmatching numbers. Good original condition.
392. (2) USGI “pup” tents – complete. Includes stakes, lines, and pole sections.
393. US model 1917 “Trench Gun” rifle bayonet marked Remington 1918 with
ordinance flaming bomb on its ricasso. Includes a leather and metal
scabbard. Good original condition.
394. Post WWII US M4 Bren-Dan bayonet for an M1 Carbine- includes a painted
scabbard.
395. (2) German K98 Mauser cartridge pouches dated 1939 and 1942. Good
original condition.
396. German model 1871/84 Mauser rifle bayonet and scabbard- only can make
out Suhl on its ricasso. Includes a scabbard and leather frog.
397. (3) Original duck hunting oil paintings on canvas- artistic impressions by H.
Hargrove. Largest measures 24” x 20”
398. Assorted cartridges, 30 cal. machine gun links, and a powder measurepractice artillery shells marked 1918 with an anchor, fired 50 cal. brass,
projectiles, partial box of 7.65, full box of .25 Auto 50gr fmj, and others.
399. Post WWII US M4 Bren-Dan bayonet for an M1 Carbine, includes an M8A1
scabbard and original opened plastic wrap.
400. Framed 1990 Pennsylvania Duck stamp poster- 26” x 19.5”.
401. Russian Mosin Nagant M-91/30 large wooden shipping crate- base has four
caster wheels, interior contains felt padded storage slats. Lid is cracked
across, original green paint, measures 46” x 26” x17”.
402. (3 Cases) White Flyer AA orange top clay targets- 135 in each case, unopened.
403. (190 Rounds) Hornady and Winchester .357 Sig 147gr. XTP and 125gr. FMJ
ammunition.
404. (3 Cases) White Flyer AA orange top clay targets- 135 in each case, unopened.
405. Assorted ammunition – (40 rounds) American Eagle .45 GAP 185gr. TMJ, (50
rounds) Herters 9mm Luger 115gr. FMJ, and (10 rounds) Hornady Custom
Lite .308 Win. reduced recoil 125gr. SST.
406. (4 Cases) White Flyer AA orange top clay targets- 135 in each case, unopened.
407. (7) Assorted holsters including (5) Pearce Grip extension for Glock models
26/27/33/39. Holsters include a leather Bianchi #9R .38/.357 S&W, canvas
holsters for Glock, Sigs, and others.
408. (2) Ruger model Mini-14 20 round and 30 round magazines- 20 rounder
marked Ruger on the bottom plate, other 30 rounder is unmarked. With their
boxes.
409. (116 Rounds) Loaded .25-06 Rem. 117gr. spitzer boat tail and 120gr. hp
ammunition.
410. (4) Ruger model Mini-14 20 round stainless magazines by Precision Mag- new.
411. Tactical lot – Z-Bolt green laser system (BTMK-2S) with its original box, BSA
RD30 multi purpose red dot sight, and a Perfect Point throwing knife.
412. (5) Ruger model Mini-14 20 round magazines- all made by Ruger, stamped on
their bottom plates. Magazines have some light surface rust spots.
413. (2) AR-15 Center Industries 30 round magazines including a Mad Dog tactical
vest (approx. size large).
414. (5) Ruger model Mini-14 20 round and 5 round magazines- two made by
Ruger, two by Precision Mag, and one just stamped Mini-14 on bottom plate.
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415. Framed limited edition print, “Spring Excursion” by Ray Thorley. Frame
measures 34” x 24”.
416. (2) Unframed limited edition prints by Carl Brenders, “Take Five- Canada
Lynx” and “Broken Silence- Fawns”. Each matted with certificates and print
folders on back. Prints measure 22” x 37”.
417. Framed limited edition print of the “Wolf Pack” by Cynthie Fisher. Frame
measures 39” x 26”.
418. Framed limited edition 1983 PA Waterfowl Management Stamp print by Ned
Smith of the Wood Ducks in flight. Frame measures 16” x 14”.
419. Framed limited edition print, “Permission From The Wind” by Hayden
Lambson. Frame measures 34” x 26”.
420. Hornady Pro-Jector progressive reloading press with an attached Hornady
powder measure and primer tube housing. Lot includes (10) assorted shell
plates and an auto powder drop.
421. Mossberg model SSi-ONE Varmint 24” rifle barrel chambered in a .223
Remington, includes its original box. Spots of surface near the chamber end
and muzzle of the barrel, bore is clean.
422. Inert WWII Navy practice bomb including an antique Remington Express trap
thrower.
423. Reloading equipment and handbooks- RCBS JR2 single stage press, Lee
single stage press, Lyman Acculine powder measure, RCBS hand priming
tool, modern and vintage reloading handbooks.
424. (45 Lbs.) Pure copper jackets for making your own jacketed bullets- (3000) 22
cal, (2600) 30 cal, (1000) 7mm, (1900) 6mm, (1650 half jacket) .357, and
(2000 half jacket) for .44.
425. Vintage reloading equipment – Redding Master powder and bullet #2 scale,
Redding standard powder measure, Lee powder measure kit, and two Lyman
Ideal powder measures.
426. Pact model no. 1 chronograph including vintage hunting and firearm related
references and magazines.
427. Framed print, “Heading For Cover” by Jack Paluh. Frame measures 34” x 26”.
428. Framed print, “Valley Quail” by Ned Smith. Frame measures 21 ½” x 28”.
429. Framed limited edition 1982 American Sporting Dog Heritage stamp print of
the Labrador Retriever. Frame measures 23 ½” x 22”.
430. Framed limited edition artist proof of the Bald Eagle by Bruce Miller. Frame
measures 34” x 26”.
431. Framed print, “Chukar Partridge” by Ned Smith. Frame measures 19” x 25”.
432. Assorted ammunition – (40 rounds) Remington .270 Win. 100gr. psp, (16
rounds) .257 Roberts psp and boxes include primed and fired cases, (150
rounds) .22 WRF Remington Special, and (approx. 150 rounds) .22 long rifle.
433. (11 Boxes) Vintage 12ga. shotgun shells - 4 boxes are mostly full, 3 boxes
around half full, and 4 boxes are mostly empty. Several good collectible boxes.
434. Assorted ammunition – (40 rounds) .303 Savage 190gr. expanding silvertips,
(60 rounds) .30-06 Sprg. 150gr. sp, 180gr. silvertip, and 180gr. nosler
partrition, and (19 rounds) .222 Remington Mag. psp.
435. (10 Boxes) Vintage .410ga. 2 ½” and 3” shotgun shells- 4 boxes are
full/mostly full, 3 boxes approx. half full, and 3 boxes mostly empty. Several
good collectible boxes.
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436. Vintage rifle scopes, rings, bases, and a Thomlinson gun cleaning 20ga. tip.
Lot includes a Browning 4x German reticle and a Lyman All-American 6x
crosshair reticle rifle scopes.
437. (10 Boxes) Vintage 20ga. shotgun shells – 3 boxes are full/mostly full, 2 boxes
are approx. half full, and 5 boxes are mostly empty. Several good collectible
boxes.
438. Reloading dies, cartridges, bullets, and unprimed brass in .348 WinchesterRCBS reloading die set, mostly full box of .348 200gr. flat point bullets, (91
rounds) assorted ammunition in which forty rounds are 200gr. silvertips,
remaining in unprimed brass.
439. Vintage Remington Shur Shot case containing (7 boxes) assorted 28ga.
shotgun shells- 3 boxes are mostly full, 2 boxes approx. half full, and two
boxes mostly empty.
440. Large grouping of assorted shotgun ammunition in mostly 12ga. and 16ga.
Lot includes a half full box of Winchester Western cardboard 12ga. wadsseveral boxes with mixed shells, full, mostly full, and partial boxes.
441. Framed limited edition 1992 PA Waterfowl Management stamp print of the
Canadian Geese by Bob Sopchick. Frame measures 18” x 17”.
442. Framed limited edition print of the Rabbit by Ned Smith. Frame measures 17”
x 14”.
443. (2) Framed limited edition prints of the Labrador and Doe with Fawn by M.
Watson and Don Bashore. Largest frame measures 23” x 17 ½”.
444. (4) Unframed 1975 PA Game Commission prints by Ned Smith of the
Groundhog, Deer, Dove, and Woodcock.
445. Framed limited edition print, “Chickadees on White Pine” by Rob Stine. Frame
measures 21” x 17 ½”.
446. (3) Homemade wooden fishing rod racks- two floor models and one hanging.
Sixteen place, eighteen place, and ten place racks.
447. G. Loomis model GLX FR10810 2pc. 9’ #10 line fly rod in good clean
condition. Includes a soft rod sleeve and hard case.
448. Large Flambeau tackle box full of contents- Fisherman’s Solution fillet knife,
Titan fillet knife custom made, CRKT Surf ‘N Turf folding knife, Leatherman,
good assortment of modern lures, jig heads, bait, hooks, sinkers, and other
tackle.
449. Orvis Green Mountain Series 2pc. 9’ for 9wt. line graphite fly rod in good
clean condition. Includes a soft rod sleeve and hard case that was written on
with marker.
450. (2) Daisy Red Ryder .177 cal. bb air rifles, one with its original box the other
in a Winchester 1894 box. Lot includes a 2/3 full box of Daisy Red Ryder
bb’s. One air rifle is in rough condition missing its medallion, crack in the
forearm, and finish loss to both of its stock parts. Other air rifle is in good
clean condition.
451. R.L. Winston IM6 2pc. 8 ½’ trout fly rod in like new condition. Includes a soft
rod sleeve and hard R.L. Winston case. Rod is marked “IM6 ,8 ½’ u 5, 2
7/8oz, TU52105. Good clean condition to rod, hard case was written on with
marker.
452. (2) Plano tackle boxes and contents- Rapala Sinking CD-18 magnum lure,
Creek Chub Striper Striker lure, hooks, bait, fluke rigs, bobbers, and misc.
tackle.
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453. Sage model GFL 1190-3 3pc. 9’ graphite fly rod in good clean condition.
Includes a soft rod sleeve and hard case. Rod is marked “RPLX, #11 line, 5
5/8oz, in9420”. Hard case was written on with marker.
454. (3 Display) Antique collectible fishing lures, approx. 34 in total – Hula Popper,
crank baits, minnow lures, Red Devil spoon lure, rooster tail and other trout
lures.
455. Orvis Green Mountain Series 2pc. 6’ graphite spinning rod. Includes a soft
rod sleeve and hard sided rod case. Good clean condition.
456. Noble Outfitters size 13 muck boots in clean condition including several
Ducks Unlimited multi-purpose packs with blankets, towels, plastic fishing
bait, shotshell chest pack, and a Trout Unlimited hat.
457. Browning model Safari SF70MHS-3 3pc. 7’ graphite matrix spinning rod.
Includes a soft rod sleeve and a hard rod case. Rod reads Lure wt: 1/4-5/8
oz, line wt. 10-20 lbs, power: med hvy, action: fast”. Good clean condition.
458. Carved and painted Rainbow Trout sculptures on a driftwood base- each
Trout measures approx. 14 ½” in length. Both are in good condition with only
the pegs needing to be replaced or glued back on the base. Work is unsigned
from what I see.
459. Sage model GFL 590 RPL 2pc. 9’ graphite fly rod. Includes a soft rod sleeve
and hard sided rod case. Rod reads #5 Line 2 7/8oz. Good clean condition.
460. Carved and painted Small Mouth Bass sculpture on a Lilley Pad base- Bass
measures 13” in length. Overall good condition with a couple Lilley Pads
needed to be glued back on to their stem. Work is signed and dated 1972 on
back by a Kobald?
461. Fenwick and L.L. Bean fly rods- Fenwick Eagle E85-7F 2pc. 8 ½’ graphite fly
rod including an L.L. Bean Angler 2pc. 8’6” 5wt. fly rod with an attached
Angler #1 fly reel. No cases are included and both are in good clean condition.
462. Thomas Museum Series display chest including a framed print by Richard
Sloan of the Pintails.
463. (3) Spinning rods- (2) Air Wave signature series 6’ 10” spinning rods
TSEAWIS-6101MLF including a Shakespeare Ugly Stik 5’ 10” spinning rod
SPL1100. All in good clean condition.
464. Framed limited edition 20th Anniversary N.A.F.A. Field Meet Print by
Jonathan Wilde dated 1982 of the Falcon eating a Pheasant with a Hunting
Dog looking on. Frame measures 32” x 27”.
465. (2) Spinning rods by G. Loomis and Penn- G.Loomis GL3 2pc. 6 ½’ spinning
rod SJR783-2 including a Penn Power Graph II 8872 2pc. 7’ spinning rod.
Both in good clean condition.
466. Framed limited edition print, “Ruffed Grouse” by Balke. Frame measures 37”
x 31 ½”.
467. Military clothing bag full of assorted military related gear and apparel. Lot
includes a USGI PASGT combat helmet, Orc Industries lg. rainsuits, elbow
pads, GEN light weight jacket, and other apparel.
468. Military duffle bag containing a Point Blank X-Large base vest with protection
from fragmentation and 9mm machine gun or lesser threats, Point Blank
collar, and a pair of 9 ½ size boots.
469. Military clothing bag full of assorted military related apparel and gear. Lot
includes a pair of Addison size 10 boots, size large digital desert camo
trousers, digital camo medical pack, canteen, and other apparel.
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470. Military duffle bag full of assorted military related apparel and gear. Includes
two pairs of combat overshoes in size 11 green vinyl and size 12 black vinyl.
Also M16 mag pouches, chemical protective gloves, misc. straps, canteen and
others.
471. (Full Case) Barnaul 7.62x39mm 123gr. fmj non-corrosive lacquer coated steel
case ammunition.
472. Long gun cases and socks – hard sided Doskocil long gun case, Blackhawk
sportster soft tactical case, Thompson Center soft case, and four gun socks.
473. (8) Soft sided long gun cases in both canvas and leather- couple handles are
broken.
474. (4 Boxes) Vintage user Mallard and Canadian Goose decoys in both plastic
and cork- heavily used.
475. Cabela’s size large waist waders, Red Ball chest waders size 10 boot, Pro-Line
size 9 boots, sheep skin, vintage wire small animal trap, and three size large
fishing vests.
476. (2 Boxes) Vintage American Rifleman and other firearm related magazines,
Ruger Single Six .22 box, and other ephemera.
477. Bundle of (10) fly, spinning, and casting rods- several with attached reelsEagle Claw Granger Ocean, South Bend Sea and Surf, South Bend Black
Beauty, Sears Roebuck, King Neptune, Shore Master, and others.
478. Various accessories- unframed Robert Bateman “Silent Witness” print,
vintage paper mache Mallard Hen decoy, Alligator head, binoculars, Glenfield
4x15 rifle scope, and a spinning reel.
479. Good assortment of vintage gun parts, metal and leather coated powder
flasks, bayonets, holster, and butt stock. Lot includes an AK-47 bayonet,
shortened Krag rifle bayonet, and others.
480. (2 Trays) Various sporting goods – vintage .38 S&W cartridges, .32 S&W
cartridges and blanks, fired brass, empty reloading die and primer boxes,
12ga. paper hulls, folding knives, casting reel, lens caps, and others.
481. Large grouping of firearm and hunting related references and magazines,
homemade shell box, empty shot bags, and a collection of vintage cap pistolsseveral by Hubley but most are in as-is condition.
482. (10) Vintage casting, push-button, and spinning reels- Penn no.49 Super
Mariner, Ocean City Seattle, Ocean City 143, Ocean City Fortescue, Ocean
City 112, and others.
483. Mostly scoping related accessories – unmarked monocular scope appearing to
have night vision capabilities, Bushnell binoculars, several scope rings, choke
tubes, and other sporting goods.
484. (3) Collectible cartridges – 1942 40mm Philippines shell art cartridge and two
French 37-85 shells, one has a Flaming Bomb marking.
485. Good assortment of collectible cartridges – vintage shells, shell casings,
antique rimfire cartridge, 50 bmg cartridges, fragments, bullets, and others.
486. Vintage USMC Ka-Bar fighting knife and sheath- measures 12” in overall
length.
487. R&D drop-in Ruger fluted conversion .45 Long Colt cylinder including (150
rounds) loaded .38 Special +P 125gr. jhp ammunition.
488. (2) Vintage fly bamboo fly rods- Heddon Tubular Glass #T-70 2pc. 7 ½” rod
including a South Bend 3pc. fly rod. Both include hard cylinder rod cases.
489. Large display of vintage and modern fishing lures including a pocket knife60+ in total.
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490. (2) Vintage rods – H-I Mohawk shur shot 6’ 2pc. fiber glass spinning rod in
good condition including a South Bend 8 ½’ 3pc. with an extra tip bamboo fly
rod in good but shows signs of some use. Both contain cylinder rod cases.
491. (2) Tackle boxes and a tackle bag, all with contents- one partially full and one
full with hooks, sinkers, bait, some lures, Shakespeare Micro-Cast reel, and
vintage collectible tins and boxes. Tackle bag contains hats, hankies, and
rope.
492. Vintage Hinduvine “Flyer” 3pc. 9’ bamboo fly rod with an extra tip in good
clean condition- includes a hard cylinder rod case.
493. Hyper-X high beam spot light, Sears Router, large tote of clean hand towels,
wooden pulleys and rope.
494. (2) Fly reels – Abel no. 3 saltwater fly reel and an Abel no. 2 fly reel, both with
a gloss black finish and wooden handle. Each includes a soft Abel products
reel case and are in good clean condition.
495. (2) Tackle bags and contents- large grouping of plastic tackle trays containing
assorted flies, lures, hooks, jigs, Shimano spinning reel, Pflueger Rocket 1375
casting reel, and other supplies. Tackle bags by Orvis and Plano.
496. (2) Vintage bamboo rods- J.R. Pokorny? 3pc. bamboo casting rod including an
unmarked bamboo 3pc. fly rod with an extra trip. One includes a soft case,
other includes an internal wooden hard case.
497. (3) Fly reels – Fenwick World Class 2 gold plated fly reel, Orvis C.F.O I fly reel,
and a SA System 1 fly reel. All or in good clean condition and include soft reel
cases.
498. (2) Fly rods and one partial rod, lot contains two attached reels- Fenwick
FF756 7’ 6” fly rod with an attached Cortland Crown II reel, Penn Gold Medal
9’6” 2pc. graphite fly rod with an attached System Two reel (missing its upper
rod section), and a Century Aftma 2pc. 8’6” model 9185 fly rod, no reel. All in
good clean condition.
499. (2) Boxes – Large grouping of assorted fishing related supplies and other
sporting goods. Lot includes two collapsible travel spinning rods, pocket
fisherman, empty binocular cases, jar of bobbers, “Fishing Doctor” tackle box
companion, Rebel tackle box, spinning reels, Garmin 1490T GPS, and others.
500. Vintage fixed blade stag handled hunting knife (unmarked), Adlake Union
Pacific brass pad lock, Colonial advertising hunting knife, and a Lucky
Clucker turkey call with a small chip in the wood to its base.
501. Grouping of vintage bamboo and other fly rods, several being parts rods, and
a hard sided rod case. Unmarked 2pc. rod with an attached Hawthorne fly
reel, Tokin Cane Sport King, Conolon fly rod with an Ocean City no. 35, and
others. Most in as is condition.
502. Plano Guide Series and other tackle trays full of assorted lures including
Orvis and L.L. Bean leader cases with full of leaders.
503. (4) Modern spinning and jigging rods- L.L. Bean TS1002MH 2pc. 10’,
Quantum Boca Inshore 1pc. 7’, Shimano Teramar 1pc. 7’, and a Star Rods
Aerial Jigging 1pc. 5’ 6”.
504. Various accessories – SkyRoll roll-up garment bag, fishing vest, two Orvis fly
cases, Ducks Unlimited button-down, Regal Engineering and other fly tying
vices, fly tying supplies, and others. Good assortment.
505. Fishing and archery related accessories – (2) unmarked wooden longbows,
bundle of arrows, (5) assorted spinning and casting rods including an
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assembled group of empty rod cases. Rods include a Shakespeare Ugly Stik,
Browning Boron, Shakespeare Rainbow rod, and others.
Collectible sporting related belt buckles and game patches- buckles include
NAHC, Team Atlanta, NAFC, NRA, and others.
Shimano tackle bag containing four plastic Flambeau tackle trays full of
assorted modern lures. 60+ lures including several spoon lures, crankbait,
feather jigs, and other bait.
Caldwell Lead Sled DFT rifle rest- used condition.
(2 Buckets) Full of fired .223 Remington brass- approx. 57lbs. in total which
includes both 3.5 gal. buckets that the brass are in.
(80 Rounds) Winchester Super-X .358 Win. 200gr. silvertip ammunition.
Pro Max 1511 hard sided long gun case, Friends of the NRA collapsible
hunting chair with back, and a folding stool.
Large grouping of fired 20ga. hulls, partial container of CB1075 20ga. wads,
and a wooden shell dispenser. Full and mostly full buckets of AA Super Sport,
Remington Premier STS and Gun Club hulls.
French model 1866 Chassepot Yataghan sword bayonet and scabbard- as
found condition. Ricasso of the blade is stamped with an L enclosed in a
circle. Numbers are unmatching to the scabbard and bayonet.
Large grouping of fired 12ga. hulls including three partial and full bags of
12ga. wads. Hulls consist of Federal Champion paper shells and Remington
Premier STS and other plastic shells.
Assorted ammunition – (30 rounds) Ultramax .44 Mag. 240gr. rnfp, (35
rounds) 3D Blue .44 S&W Special cowboy loads, (27 rounds) loaded .45 Colt
200gr. rnfp, three boxes of shotshells in both .45 Auto and 9mm Luger,
including full and mostly full boxes of lead round balls in .32 cal, .36 cal, and
.45 cal.
(2) Reloading die sets in .30-06 and .222 Rem. including a (3) Lee loading kits
for a .30-06, .308 Win, and .243 Win.
Large grouping of reloading supplies for a .410ga, 28ga, and 16ga. Lot
includes 410ga. hulls and wads, 20ga. hulls and wads, and a small can of
16ga. hulls.
Fired brass and bullets in .41 cal – cast bullets in 215gr, 220gr, and 228gr.
semi wadcutter including (350) fired .41 Rem Mag. brass.
Gun cleaning supplies, reloading handbooks, and sporting goods. Lot
including a handgun maintenance case with some gun cleaning supplies,
large grouping of cleaning patches, cleaning rods, empty plastic shell box,
plastic rifle rest, and others.
Shotgun ammunition in mostly 12ga. – 6 full boxes of Federal 3” classic BB
steel shot, 2 full boxes Remington Nitro Steel 12ga. 2 shot, full box of Federal
20ga. 4 shot, and two partial 12ga. boxes.
Approx. 100+ lbs. of scrap lead and ingots – total weight with containers
weigh 112 lbs.
Assorted ammunition and fired brass- (50 rounds) .223 Rem. 40gr. blitzking
moly, (50 rounds) .222 Rem. 50gr. psp, (100 rounds) Hornady .222 Rem.
50gr. v-max moly coated, and fired brass in .22 hornet, .380 Auto, .30
Carbine, .358 Win. and others.
Various sporting goods – Great Basin Art deer jaw knife, full and partial tins
.177 and .22 cal. pellets, Leupold STD Savage 99R scope base, Quaker Boy
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box style turkey call, soft handgun gun cases, TCA patch, and a case of paper
targets.
RCBS Cowboy 12ga. brass shotshell die, grouping of brass Remington UMC
12ga. casings, and a mixed batch of shells.
Military ammo can full of assorted cartridges, two adjustable rear sights, gun
cleaning rod, TC 7205 shot nipple, wrench, and others. Cartridges are widely
assorted but include a link of 7.62x51 tracers.
Reloading supplies and bullets – (13 lbs.) .357 125gr. jhp reloading bullets,
(18 lbs.) .44 cal. semi wadcutter cast bullets, mostly full box of Sierra .243
75gr. hp bullets, LST .240 lead shot, Lee priming tools, Lee shell holders, and
other supplies.
Crosman model 2260 .22 cal. bolt action single shot CO2 powered air rifle
with an American hardwood stock and brass bolt. Good clean condition.
(10 Boxes) Loaded 12ga. 2 ¾” trap loads.
Framed limited edition print, “Northwoods Echoes- Loons” by RC Kray. Frame
measures 40” x 25 ½”.
(10 Boxes) Loaded 12ga. 2 ¾” trap loads.
(15 Boxes) Loaded 12ga. 2 ¾” trap loads.
Goose Hunting Package – Cabela’s layout blind including a large grouping of
field decoys. Approx. 44 vintage paper mache shell decoys, including two bags
of silhouette and Styrofoam decoys.
(2) US M1 Military helmets- one includes its original liner, other contains just
the shell.
Vintage T&S pistol range case including (7) soft long gun cases in well used
condition.
Mesh decoy bag full of Carry Lite Mallard Drake and Hen decoys, extra decoy
bag, tackle box and contents. Tackle box includes fillet knives, lead sinkers,
vintage folding knife, and other supplies.
(2) Vintage Winchester-Western and Federal tin over cardboard charts on
bullets and North American Ducks. Lot includes a modern Hicks percussion
cap tin advertisement.
WWII US Military Gear- belt with an attached 1911 flap holster, 1944 trench
shovel, and canteen. Lot also includes another belt with a 1942 US 1911 flap
holster and a 1945 dated machete.
Bundle of (10) vintage casting and trolling rods. Five rods come attached with
casting and spinning reels. Penn 350 Leveline, Penn 160, Penn 85, and
others. One rod is missing its tip, all in well used condition.
WWII and later US military gear including a grouping of holsters and cartridge
belts- Civil Defense helmet, trench shovel, vintage gun case, gas mask, and
others.
Various sporting goods – Milwaukee tool bag, G-Lox gun rack, two homemade
dresser boxes, vintage Outer’s .22 cal. gun cleaning kit, shot bags, Ranging
300/2 quick check rangefinder, and others.
(3) Vintage Marksman Repeater 20 shot CO2 powered air pistols including a
Crosman model 1600 Powermatic CO2 powered air pistol. All in used
condition and untested. Lot includes a leather holster for a Marksman.
Assortment of sporting related patches, pins, buckles, and key ring- Gulf and
Sinclair motor oil patches, Budweiser patch, Blue Magic Peter’s patch,
Hercules Green Dot powder patches, Winchester trap patches, Browning
leather key ring, reproduction scrimshaw buckle, and unrelated pins.
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(Box of 1000) Federal no. 100 small pistol primers.
(Box of 1000) Federal no. 100 small pistol primers.
African Blue Wildebeest skull- horns have a width of 23”.
(Box of 1000) Federal no. 210 large rifle primers.
(Box of 1000) Federal no. 210 large rifle primers.
Wild Bore shoulder mount- measures 25” from base of plaque to snout.
(Box of 1000) Federal no. 215 large magnum rifle primers.
(Box of 1000) Federal Gold Medal large rifle match primers- GM210M.
Black Ram shoulder mount- width of horns measure 17” across.
(Box of 1000) CCI no. 200 large rifle primers.
Military ammo can containing (225) unprimed .223 Remington cases.
Javelina shoulder mount- measures 17” from base of plaque to snout.
(200 Rounds) Igman 6.5x55mm 139gr. fmj ammunition.
(9) Molot Vepr-12 12ga. semi auto shotgun magazines- six 10 rounders
including three 8 rounders.
(140 Rounds) Prvi Partizan and Hotshot 6.5x55mm 139gr. fmj ammunitionfive boxes of hotshot including two boxes of Prvi Partizan.
(440 Round Spam Can) Hungarian 7.62x54R heavy ball copper plated steel
case ammunition.
(110 Rounds) Remington .350 Rem. Max 200gr. pointed soft point
ammunition- factory and loaded rounds.
(4) Assorted Knives – Cold Steel Loredo bowie knife and sheath, Cold Steel
Recon Tanto tactical knife and sheath, CRKT C/K Dragon tactical knife and
sheath, and a Valor “Eye of the Tiger” folding knife.
Assorted ammunition – (28 rounds) Remington .30-40 Krag 180gr. core-lokt
psp including (30 rounds) Prvi Partizan 8mm Mauser 196gr. sp.
(440 Round Spam Can) Hungarian 7.62x54R heavy ball copper plated steel
case ammunition.
(2) Federal Ordnance Mini-14 30 round magazines, Colt M4 .22 long rifle
magazine, M144 telescope case, and a gun lock.
(180 Rounds) Remington Arms .303 British 150gr. metal case ammunition.
Assorted holsters, Jay Scott 26A Colt Scout mother-of-pearl grips, Beretta
12ga. choke and wrench (PB-SK-SP), Colt checkered grips, and others.
(180 Rounds) Remington Arms .303 British 150gr. metal case ammunition.
(221 Rounds) Assorted .41 Rem. Mag. ammunition in 240gr. pthp, 180g. dpx,
loaded 220gr. jhp and 215gr. swc with speed loaders.
(300 Round Spam Can) Russian 7.62x54R 182gr. fmj ammunition.
(180 Rounds) Remington Arms .303 British 150gr. metal case ammunition.
Good assortment of mostly military related accessories and gun parts- WWII
German Guttman dagger, Army field needle sterilizer case, bandoleers, AK
dust cover and sight, scope mount, cartridges, compass, and other sight and
gun parts.
(152 Rounds) Assorted .303 British ammunition in 174gr. copper plated bt
and others.
(6) Vintage spinning reels and extra spools- Bache Brown Mastereel model 3
half bail right hands including Thommen Record 400 half bail left hands
(extra spools) and a Thommen Record C Siegrist Zurich half bail right hand.
(2) Vintage reels, Western Safety ear muffs, and a Leatherman tool- Mitchell
Garcia Spinelle spinning reel and a Martin Automatic Mohawk 48A fly reel.
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574. Unmarked Shanghai .177 under-lever pump pellet rifle with an attached BSA
.22 Special scope. Lot includes a leather long gun case.
575. (3) Sheath knives – Schrade Uncle Henry fixed blade hunting knife, missing
its sheath but contains original box, custom fillet knife etched PNR025 with
sheath, and another IPCO fillet knife and sheath.
576. (2) Italian Starter’s Pistols – Mondal mod. 1900 6mm including a Uniwerk X7
.22 cal. Both with their original boxes, complete, and in used condition.
577. Various sporting goods – Philippine bolo knife and sheath, military machete,
Bucheimer holster, gun locks, pocket knife, and a leather pouch.
578. (1260 Round Spam Can) Polish 7.62x25 Tokarev 85gr. fmj ammunition.
579. Modern PVC-816 chest rig including six Glock 17/19 mag pouches.
580. (91 Rounds) Assorted .38 Special ammunition in 132gr. fmj, 130gr. fmj, and
125gr. fp.
581. Rifle magazines, Blackhawk holster for a Beretta 92, and two Hyskore
handgun racks. Magazines include a Tapco 30 round AK, MOE 30 round AK,
30 round AR15 unmarked, and a Remington 597.
582. (85 Rounds) Winchester Super-X .32-20 Win. 100gr. lead varmint & predator
ammunition.
583. (184 Rounds) American Eagle .45 Auto 230gr. fmj ammunition.
584. Ammunition and sporting goods – (approx. 150 rounds) 9mm Luger 115gr.
fmj ammunition, glass flask with lead shot, Tasco 3-7x20 scope, Glock 483-3
speed loaders, and others.
585. (154 Rounds) Assorted .45 Auto ammunition in mostly 230gr. fmj. Lot
includes 1911 checkered grips and .45 ACP pistol magazine.
586. (Full Case) Remington Gun Club 12ga. 2 ¾” 8 shot light target load
ammunition- 250 shells in total.
587. (Full Case) Herter’s 12ga. 2 ¾” 8 shot low recoil ammunition- 250 shells in
total.
588. Woodstream tackle box partially full and tote full of assorted soft plastic bait.
589. Various sporting goods – Lee Load-All Junior press, Forster case trimmer,
three Allen choke tube cases, and two Beretta-Benelli 12ga. skeet 2 and
turkey chokes.
590. Two bags full of loose 7.62x39mm cartridges- they do show some corrosion.
591. (52 Rounds) Assorted .30-06 ammunition- two boxes of Federal 150gr.
jacketed soft point including 12 rounds of military cartridges.
592. Bag of loose 7.62x51mm cartridges.
593. Ammunition, brass, and primers – Winchester .218 Bee new brass, .22 cal.
cartridges, 12ga. shells, and partial boxes of assorted primers.
594. Mr. Heater Little Buddy portable propane heater- like new in its original box.
595. (18) Various modern and vintage fishing lures including a mostly empty
deluxe tackle box. Lot includes a small flat of hooks, spoon lures, soft plastic
bait, and other tackle.
596. (2) Vintage Fishing Rods – Shakespeare Wonderod 2pc. spinning rod
including a South Bend 3pc. bamboo fly rod. Each contain a rod case.
597. Antique percussion child’s rifle missing its lock but includes the ram rodbarrel measures 30 ½” in length with an overall length of 45”, bore diameter
measures .490”
598. Martin Jaguar Magnum Pro Series right handed compound bow with attached
Trophy Ridge sight, quiver, and Gold Tip 5575 arrows. Lot includes a hard
sided bow case, arrow release, extra sight, and wrist guard.
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599. Assorted ammunition – (53 rounds) Winchester .30-30 Win. 170gr. and
150gr. power-point, (40 rounds) Hornady .44 Mag. 225gr. FTX, and a full box
of Western 12ga. 2 ¾” 5 shot.
600. Various Sporting Goods and Archery Accessories - Sight Vice, Side Kick
holster sz. 4, fletching jig and clamp, Trophy Ridge bow sight, arrow vanes,
quiver of modern arrows, gun sleeve, Bud-K and Guide Gear bowie knives
with their sheaths and boxes.
601. (4) Modern rifle scopes – Bushnell Banner Dusk & Dawn 3-9x, Simmons 3-9x
in a silver finish, and two Weaver K Series.
602. Post War German Nazi SA Dagger by B&A Solingen- blade is etched “Alles fur
Deutchland” with the ricasso of the blade etched with the makers mark and
then stamped “Germany”. Quality post-war dagger made as souvenirs for US
Soldiers. Measures 13 ½” in overall length.
603. (147 Rounds) Factory and loaded 7mm Rem. Mag. ammunition in 150gr.
ballistic silvertip, 180gr. trophy bonded, 165gr. boat-tail, and others.
604. (3) Bowie Knives – Western W49 bowie measuring 14 ½” in length, Parker Cut
Co. 967 “Liberty Enlightening The World 1886-1986” measuring 15” and a
Western W36 measuring 10”.
605. (130 Rounds) Assorted .454 Casull ammunition in 250gr. jacketed hp, 260gr.
fusion, 260gr. partition gold, 300gr. jhp/xtp, and 240gr. xtp/mag.
606. (6) Fixed Blade Hunting Knives – Schrade 165DU, Cattaraugus, and four Ole
Smoky with both stag and wood handles.
607. (244 Rounds) Loaded .44 Rem. Mag. ammunition in 236gr. cast lead, 240gr.
soft point, and 225gr. lead hp.
608. Pine lift lid chest full of assorted muzzle loading related accessories – 1978
scrimshaw carved powder horn of a Grizzly Bear, powder flask, ammo
pouches, two boxes of .50 cal. maxi-ball bullets, and other supplies.
609. Assorted ammunition – (54 rounds) 7mm-08 Rem. 139gr. btsp interlock light
magnum including (80 rounds) 30-30 Win. 150gr. silvertip and loaded soft
point.
610. (2) Folding knives – Schrade Uncle Henry “Vietnam Veterans Memorial”
commemorative folding knife and medal including a Mt. Ida “The Real McCoy”
pocket knife and sharpening stone, both include a display box.
611. Assorted ammunition and fired brass – (143 rounds) loaded .41 Rem. Mag.
lead, (100+ rounds) .45 Auto M1911 ball, and a box of .401 Mag. fired brass.
612. Muzzle loading supplies – Hornady .38 cal. 148gr. de wc bullets, .50 cal.
175gr. muzzle balls, percussion caps, embossed powder flask, and others.
613. (99 Rounds) Winchester and Federal .30-06 Springfield ammunition in 168gr.
ballistic silvertip, 165gr. trophy bonded, and 180gr. powerpoint.
614. (8) Assorted fixed blade and folding knives – Camillus 886 hunting knife,
Winchester shell knife, Tomahawk “The Best Defender”, and the remainder
are either stamped Japan, China, or Pakistan.
615. (155 Rounds) Loaded .30-06 Springfield ammunition in both 130gr. hollow
point and 180gr. boat tail.
616. Assorted ammunition – (50 rounds) .380 Auto 95gr. jhp, (24 rounds) .32 Auto,
(135 rounds) loaded .357 Mag, full and mostly full with one mostly empty box
of .22 shorts.
617. RCBS RC single stage reloading press including a Lee .338 220gr. double
cavity bullet mold and two full cans of Winchester 452AA and 296 ball
powder.
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618. Large grouping of fired brass in both .45 Auto and .38 Special.
619. RCBS .257 Roberts reloading die set including several bags and boxes of fired
brass in both .257 Roberts and 6.5x55.
620. Assorted loose ammunition in 8mm Mauser fmj and soft point hunting
rounds, .30-40 Krag, and .303 British.
621. RCBS .338-06 reloading die set including several boxes of bullets, brass, and
cartridges. Partial box of Hornady FTX .338 200gr, (90 rounds) loaded
cartridges, and related supplies.
622. Large grouping of mixed .25-06 Remington cartridges and fired brass.
623. Redding and RCBS 219 Donaldson Wasp reloading die sets including a Form
& Trim Series D set, cartridges, and fired brass all for the 219 Donaldson
Wasp.
624. Large grouping of mixed 6.5x55 Swedish cartridges and fired brass.
625. Assorted ammunition, primed and fired brass- cartridges in .30-06, 5.45x39
Russian, .38-55 Win, .270 Win, .32 Spl, primed .40-60 WCF brass, and
others.
626. Large grouping of assorted cartridges and fired brass in 9mm Luger, .44 WCF,
.45 Auto, .380 Auto, .44 S&W, .32 S&W Short & Long, .32 Auto, and others.
627. Large grouping of 12ga. and 20ga. shotgun ammunition- all full boxes except
for two mostly full boxes. Remington 12ga. Game Loads, Federal 12ga. multipurpose, Remington 20ga. Sport Loads, Winchester 12ga. rifled slugs, and
others.
628. Assorted ammunition – (64 rounds) Remington .44 Rem. Mag. 240gr. sp and
180gr. semi-jacketed hp including (50 rounds) Blazer .22 long rifle.
Remaining in fired brass.
629. Choke tubes, camouflage shooter’s bag, and a leather long gun case. Chokes
include a Trulock Win. 12ga. IC 720, Win-Brn-Moss 12ga. stainless skeet 2,
H&R NEF SKT 12ga, Trulock Win. 12ga. Cyl. 730, 12ga. wrench, and others.
(8 chokes in total)
630. Framed 2002 Ducks Unlimited Stamp Print of the Redhead Drake and Hen by
Brian S. Blight. Frame measures 18” x 17”.
631. (20 Rounds) Remington 8mm Mauser 170gr. sp including a Marksman
Repeater .177 cal. air pistol.
632. Large grouping of modern and vintage daggers, folding knives, and short
swords- most marked made in Pakistan and several show some rust to their
blades.
633. Contemporary light cavalry style saber and scabbard including an earlier
model Kukri knife with a decorated handle and blade but does show some
rust. Sword measures 40” in length and the Kukri measures 19”.
634. Modern tin advertisements for Remington and Laflin & Rand including a flat
of firearm related ephemera that includes a Remington Sporting Firearms
parts price list, Remington 1973 product knowledge reference book, catalogs,
and others.
635. (4) Vintage Knights Templar Fraternal Swords- one guard is embossed OKF
with a Globe “C” pommel with three others being unmarked all with a Knights
Head pommel. Each measuring 33”-34”, two with a smooth painted wooden
grip with two others in fluted bone. All in as is condition.
636. (100 Rounds) Prvi Partizan .270 Win. 150gr. soft point ammunition.
637. (2 Boxes) References and fishing supplies – Flow Troll bait box, metal tackle
box, rope, Shooter’s Bibles, misc. references, books, and magazines.
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638. (11) Partially full boxes of assorted 7mm reloading bullets- 413 in total.
639. Various sporting goods – 300 Win. Mag. fired brass, various gun cleaning
rods, paper targets, holsters, (80 rounds) loose .30 Carbine cartridges, muzzle
loading balls, and others.
640. Decoys, traps, and long gun cases- vintage Styrofoam and cork Goose and
Duck decoys, inflatable Turkey decoy, early single spring leg traps, Mole Trap,
and four gun cases.
641. (26) PA Game Commission Working Together For Wildlife patches- dates
ranging from 1984-2014.
642. Various sporting goods – two spinning reels, casting reel, assorted game calls,
Hogue S&W N Frame grips, Tapco vertical grip, leather and nylon holsters.
643. (26) Vintage PA Resident Fishing Licenses including a PA Trappers
Association Pin- dates ranging from 1932-1975.
644. Assortment of loose shotgun shells, slugs, and buckshot in mostly 12ga. Lot
does include a bag of 20ga. shells.
645. (2) Target rifle scopes – Center Point Adventure Class 4-16x40mm rifle scope
with attached rings including a Famous Maker 6-24x42mm rifle scope.
646. (2 Boxes) Various sporting goods – Remington bore Squeeg-E’s for various
calibers and muzzle loading supplies. Includes a powder horn, Winchester .50
cal. Partition Gold sabots, TC 4-N-1 quick shot, and misc. supplies.
647. Fishing Supplies – eight empty plastic tackle boxes, empty bait box, and two
trolling buckets.
648. Large bundle of vintage spinning and casting rods, all well used and in as-is
condition. Rods consist of Fenwick, Abu Garcia, True Temper, and others.
Includes seven attached reels.
649. Box of vintage fishing tackle- Noll no. 80 fly tying kit, Garcia Sierra spoon lure
display, small tackle trays with lures, vintage trap box with gun cleaning
supplies, swivel seat mount for a boat, and others.
650. Assorted fishing gear and supplies including two recurve bows – Fenwick
Woodstream 2pc. surf spinning rod with an attached Okuma reel, hard sided
rod case, Master Fishing Tackle 2pc. fly rod with an attached reel, catching
net (has a hole), PH guide, lure color selector, spool of line, and recurve bows
that are unmarked. All in well used condition.
651. Assorted fishing gear and supplies- Penn 65 Long Beach casting reel, Penn
285 casting reel, two tackle boxes and contents, tin bait boxes, spinning rod,
and other supplies.
652. (Full Case) Federal Gold Medal Trap 12ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 shot target loads- 250
shells in total.
653. (4 Bricks) Federal Champion .22 long rifle 40gr. solid ammunition- 2000
rounds in total.
654. Large grouping of fired Winchester and Remington 12ga. hulls.
655. (Full Case) Fiocchi .410ga. 2 ½” no. 8 shot VIP target loads- 250 shells in
total.
656. (200 Rounds) Winchester .454 Casull 200gr. jacketed flat point hunting
ammunition.
657. Dillon Precision RL550 reloading press with an attached 9mm die setincludes a soft cover and cartridge bin. Metal to the press shows light surface
rust.
658. (2 Bricks and a Value Pack) CCI .22 long rifle in Quiet-22 and AR-Tactical
rounds- 1300 rounds in total.
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(100 Rounds) Hornady Custom .358 Win. 200gr. soft point ammunition.
(Full Case) Winchester 28ga. 2 ¾” no. 9 shot target loads- 250 shells in total.
Large grouping of Claybuster 28ga. replacement wads- approx. 4000+ in total.
(Full Case) Federal .30-30 Win. 1450gr. soft point flat nose ammunition- 200
rounds in total.
(741 Rounds) Loaded .38 Special cartridges in semi jacketed hollow point,
lead hollow point, lead semi-wadcutter, and lead round nose flat point.
(Full Case) Federal Gold Medal Trap 12ga. 2 ¾” no.8 shot target loads- 250
shells in total.
(300 Rounds) American Eagle .45 Auto 230gr. metal case bullet ammunition.
Large grouping of shotshell reloading supplies- fired 20ga. hulls, 28ga.
replacement wads, 16ga. fiber wads, 16ga. power piston wads, 16ga. spacer
cards, and others.
(Full Case) Winchester AA-HS .410ga. 2 ½” no. 9 shot target loads- 250 shells
in total.
(18 Boxes) Assorted .22 cal. reloading bullets- majority of the boxes are full to
half full with a couple being 1/3 full. (17+ lbs. of bullets in total)
(180 Rounds) Bullseye .454 Casull 300gr. speer jacketed soft point
ammunition.
(500 Rounds) Loaded 10mm Auto 175gr. lead semi-wadcutter ammunition.
(Full Case) Fiocchi 28ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 shot ammunition- 250 shells in total.
(175 Rounds) Bullseye .454 Casull 300gr. speer jacketed soft point
ammunition.
(2 Buckets) Loaded 20ga. shotgun shells using Federal Top Gun and
Remington hulls. Largest bucket is 10 ½” in height and 12” in diameter.
(2 Bricks and a Value Pack) CCI and Fiocchi .22 long rifle ammunition- 1300
rounds in total.
(Full Case) Remington Gun Club 12ga. 2 ¾” no. 7 ½ shot target loads- 250
shells in total.
(80 Rounds) Federal and HSM .45-70 Government ammunition – 60 rounds
in 300gr. sierra pro-hunter hp fn and 20 rounds Cowboy Action 405gr. lead
round nose flat point.
(4) RCBS and (1) Lyman reloading die sets in .358 Win, 7mm TC/U, .30-06,
.308 Win, and .38 Spec.
(Full Case) Rio 12ga. 2 ¾” no. 7 ½ shot target load ammunition- 250 shells in
total.
(200 Rounds) Hansen .30-06 Springfield 150gr. full metal jacket ammunition.
(60 Rounds) Hornady and Winchester .45-70 Government ammunition in
325gr. evolution, 300gr. jhp, and 300gr. partition gold.
(Approx. 130 lbs.) Hard cast lead Saeco and RCBS ingots.
(450 Rounds) Centurion 5mm 30gr. hp rimfire magnum ammunition.
(7 Boxes) Assorted .41 cal. reloading bullets- includes a large box of .41 Mag.
215 gr. swc, 210ga. swc, and many 210gr. jhc and fmj-fp. All mostly full
boxes.
(Full Case) Remington Gun Club 20ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 shot target loads- 250
shells in total.
(200 Rounds) Hansen .30-06 Springfield 150gr. full metal jacket ammunition.
Soft sided handgun case with (5) Mec-Gar Browning Hi-Power 10 round 9mm
pistol magazines and cleaning supplies. Lot also includes two hard sided long
gun cases.
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687. (140 Rounds) Remington and Winchester .25-06 Rem. ammunition – 80
rounds in core-lokt 120gr. psp, 40 rounds in 115gr. ballistic silvertip, and 20
rounds in loaded 100gr. soft point.
688. (Full Case) Remington Premier STS 20ga. 2 ¾” no. 9 shot target loads- 250
shells in total.
689. Large grouping of assorted .22 Winchester Magnum ammunition- approx.
900+ rounds in total.
690. (500 Rounds) Loaded .38 Special ammunition in 148gr. hbwc, 150gr. swc,
160gr. speer jacket, 158gr. swc hp, 150gr. bbwc, 125gr. jhp, and others.
691. (Full Case) Estate 20ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 shot ammunition- 250 shells in total.
692. (250 Round Ammo Can) IMI Systems 7.62x51mm 150gr. fmj ammunition.
693. (7) Lee, Lyman, and Pacific reloading die sets in .454 Casull, (2) 9mm, .357
Mag, 7.62x39, .30-30, and .30 M1.
694. (275 Rounds) Assorted .22 Hornet ammunition in 35gr. V-Max, 42gr.
Calhoon, 46gr. hp, and 45gr. psp.
695. (Full Case) Fiocchi 28ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 shot VIP target loads- 250 shells in total.
696. (Box of 1000) Winchester WLR large rifle primers for standard rifle loads.
697. (Full Case) Federal Auto Match .22 long rifle 20gr. solid ammunition- 3,250
rounds in total.
698. (Box of 1000) CCI no. 450 small rifle magnum primers.
699. (500 Rounds) Loaded .41 Rem. Mag. 215gr. lead semi wadcutter ammunition.
700. (160 Rounds) Federal and Speer .25-06 Rem. ammunition – 40 rounds in
117gr. btsp, 20 rounds in 115gr. nosler partition, 60 rounds in 117gr. hishok sp, and 40 rounds in Nitrex 120gr.
701. (Full Case) Fiocchi 28ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 shot VIP target load ammunition- 250
shells in total.
702. Large grouping of .22 cal. birdshot and shotshells- approx. 700 rounds in
total.
703. (76 Rounds) Factory and loaded .358 Win. 180gr. Hornady 3577, 180gr. Speer
4229, and 200gr. Silvertip.
704. (Full Case) Remington STS Light Handicap 12ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 shot trap loads250 shells in total.
705. (245 Rounds) Loaded .45-70 Government ammunition- lot includes one box of
Remington 405gr. soft point, also 500gr. Montana Swaying lead, 335gr. fphp,
330gr. fphp, and others. Good grouping.
706. (150 Rounds) Black Hills 5.56mm 55gr. fmj ammunition.
707. (229 Rounds) Loaded .30 Herrett ammunition in 135gr. Sierra spitzer, 110gr.
Sierra round nose, 125gr. Sierra 2120 pointed soft point, and others.
708. (Full Case) Remington Gun Club 12ga. 2 ¾” no. 7 ½ shot target loads- 250
shells in total.
709. Large grouping of CCI, Aguila, and Federal .22 cal. ammunition in mostly long
rifle, does include a box of CB’s- 1350 rounds in total.
710. (135 Rounds) Winchester and Imperial .38-55 Win. 255gr. soft point
ammunition.
711. (Full Case) Estate 20ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 shot ammunition- 250 shells in total.
712. (5) RCBS and Lyman reloading die sets in .22 Hornet, .223 Rem, .375 H&H
Mag, and .222 Rem. Lot includes an RCBS .22-.25 decap die.
713. M1 Carbine cartridges, magazines, and pouches- (200 Rounds) .30 Carbine
110gr. hollow sp and 93gr. fmj including (9) assorted rifle magazines, two mag
pouches, and a cleaning rod. Magazines show some slight surface rust.
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714. (10 Boxes) Loaded 28ga. 2 ¾” shotgun ammunition- several boxes contain
mixed shells.
715. Hornady Custom Grade .25-35 Win. die set including (100 rounds) .25-35
Win. ammunition in both Winchester 117gr. soft point and loaded 100gr.
fpgc.
716. (12 Boxes) Loaded .410ga. 2 ½” shotgun ammunition- several boxes contain
mixed shells in no. 8 ½ and no. 9 shot.
717. (500 Rounds) Assorted .17HMR ammunition in including (50 rounds)
Hornady .17 Mach2 and (50 rounds) Winchester .17 Win. Super Mag. 20gr.
varmint.
718. (10 Boxes) Loaded 12ga. 2 ¾” no. 7 ½ shot ammunition- 250 shells in total.
719. (261 Rounds) Loaded .35 Remington ammunition in mostly 160gr. cast round
nose and other lead ammunition.
720. (14) Lee factory crimp and decapping dies in .45 Colt, .30/40 Krag, .30-06,
.38-55, .45/70, .30-30, .25-35, .300 Savage, 8x57, .35 Rem, .38 Spec, and
.44 Spec.
721. Large grouping of assorted .410ga. shotgun shells, slugs, and buckshot.
Mixed factory and loaded shells, all full or mostly full boxes.
722. (200 Rounds) Loaded .30-06 Springfield ammunition in mostly 165gr. Sierra
bt game king including 168gr. bthp and 210gr. gc.
723. (187 Rounds) Loaded 7mm-08 Rem. ammunition in 120gr. Sierra spitzer,
160gr. bt spitzer, 150gr. lead gc, and others.
724. (10 Boxes) Remington Game Load 20ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 shot ammunition- 250
shells in total.
725. Military ammo can containing (110 rounds) assorted .30-06 Springfield
ammunition in 165gr. fail safe, 180gr. soft point, and others.
726. (13 Boxes) Assorted gas checks in .22, .25, 7mm, .30, .45, .32, .357, and .38.
Full, mostly full, and partial boxes.
727. (15 Boxes) Winchester and Remington 12ga. 2 ¾” shotgun shells.
728. Military ammo can containing (147 rounds) loaded .30-06 hollow point
ammunition in 8 round Garand clips.
729. (5 Bricks) Partially full assorted .22 long rifle ammunition- (450 rounds)
Wildcat 22, (450 rounds) Aguila 22, (450 rounds) Yellow Jacket 22, (350
rounds) SK rifle match, and (150 rounds) Remington 22 Target.
730. (Full Case) Rio Top Target 20ga. 2 ¾” no. 8 shot ammunition- 250 shells in
total.
731. (9 Boxes) Assorted .38 cal. reloading bullets in 158gr. swc/hp, 180GR. xtp,
170gr. jhc, 170gr. fmj, 158gr. jhc, and 180gr. fmj. All boxes are full or mostly
full, couple half+.
732. (12 Boxes) Winchester, Remington, and Federal 12ga. 3” and 2 ¾” Magnum
Turkey Loads, OO Buckshot, and other shotshells.
733. (200 Rounds) Assorted 7.62x39mm ammunition in 123gr. soft point, lead core
hollow point, and loaded rounds in 130gr. spire point, 110gr. gchp, and
155gr. round nose.
734. (22 Boxes) Assorted 20ga. 3” and 2 ¾” rifled slugs and buckshot.
735. (6) RCBS reloading die sets in .35 Rem, 6.5 Jap, .38 Spec, .357 Mag swc, .44
Mag swc, and .25-20 with a .218 Bee die.
736. (300+ rounds) Loaded .22 Hornet ammunition- lot includes a box of
Winchester 46gr. hp varmint loads. Remaining rounds are in 45gr. berger,
35gr. V-Max, 47gr. gc, and others.
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737. Assorted ammunition – (205 rounds) .41 Rem. Mag. 210gr. jhp and lead hp
semi wadcutter, (18 rounds) .50 AE 300gr. jhp, and (40 rounds) mixed .40
S&W.
738. (2 Buckets) Loaded Rio and Fiocchi 28ga. 2 ¾” no. 7 ½ shot and Activ 12ga. 2
¾” no. 7 ½ shot ammunition.
739. (4) Hornady and Lee reloading die sets including a .32-20 WCF crimp die. Die
sets are in .357 Herrett, .25-06 Rem, .30 Herrett, and 7-30 Waters.
740. (61 Rounds) Assorted .30-40 Krag. ammunition in 220gr. silvertip and 180gr.
soft point.
741. (198 Rounds) Assorted .454 Casull ammunition in 260gr. partition gold,
260gr. jfp, 300gr. xtp/mag, 300gr. jhp, and 255gr. lead semi-wadcutter.
742. (800 Rounds) Assorted 9mm Luger ammunition- lot includes a box of AE
115gr. mc, box of 115gr. jhp, box of 124gr. ball, and loaded cartridges in
mostly 125gr. cast round nose.
743. (450 Rounds) Loaded .30 Carbine lead round nose flat point ammunition.
744. (4 Boxes) Assorted .45 cal. reloading bullets- full box Hornady 250gr. xtp, full
box Hornady Frontier Lead 255gr. fp cowboy, full box Speer 260gr. hollow
point, and a full or mostly full box of Berry’s 200gr. hollow point.
745. (6) Lyman reloading die sets in .41 Mag, .22-250, .50-70 Government, 10mm
Auto, .45 Colt, and .32 S&W Long.
746. (4 Boxes) Assorted .17 cal. ammunition- (20 rounds) .17 Hornet 20gr. v-max,
(20 rounds) .17 Remington 25gr. hollow point, (20 rounds) .17 Rem. Fireball
20gr. accutip-v, and (50 rounds) .17 Rem. Fireball 25gr. jhp.
747. (14 Boxes) Assorted 20ga. 2 ¾” shotgun ammunition- several boxes with
mixed shells.
748. Bucket full of 9mm Luger nickel plated once fired brass- approx. 5000
casings in total.
749. (216 Rounds) Assorted 8mm Mauser ammunition in 196gr. sp, 185gr. psp,
170gr. fp, and others in factory and loaded cartridges.
750. Military ammo can full with (384 rounds) of .30-06 150gr. fmjbt ammunition
in Garand clips with bandoleers.
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